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1 •aoc••ox•a• 

a (Bearing convened at 9:30 a.a.) 

3 CHAIRMAN DEASON: We'll qo ahead and beqin 

4 today'• special aqenda. Who is qoinq to introduce it? 

5 llr. Reith? 

6 MR. REITH: Good aorninq, commissioners. 

7 Today we•re bere for Phase II or Part II of the expanded 

I interconnection docket. As a brief recap, Phase I, ve 

9 vent ahead and dealt with expanded interconnection for 

10 dedicated .. rvices, those beinq private line special 

11 access. Today we're dealinq with expanded 

12 interconnection for switched access services. 

13 Local transport restructure has also been 

14 .. rged into this docket1 because in an ideal situation, 

15 vben ve first envisioned it, AAVs would be permitted to 

16 provide those local transport links. Since then, we've 

17 reviewed it and our recommendation addres ses that. 

18 As a suggestion that the Chairman brouqht up 

19 and ve do agr .. to possibly take up Issues 7 and 8 at 

20 the sa .. tt.. because they are linked. It is your 

21 pleasure, co .. issioners, to qo issue-by-issue or have a 

22 general discussion up front, whatever you would like. 

23 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. I understand that 

24 vitb the possible exception of Issues 7 and 8, which you 

25 suggest and I agr.. probably should be taken up 
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1 together, the issue order that we have on the notice 

2 bere is the order of issues that you would like to have, 

3 correct? 

4 MR. REITH: Yea, sir, as listed. It starts on 

5 Page 2 in the Table of Contents. You're correct, we did 

6 take 15, 16 and 23 out of order; those all deal with 

7 Pba .. I, so we felt it was better to go ahead and lu.p 

8 th .. together. 

t CHAIRMAN DEASON: And that's the order that 

10 you pre•ented th .. in in the recommendation as well? 

11 MR. REITH: Yes, sir. 

12 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. Commissioners, do you 

13 want to go issue-by-issue or is there any kind of 

14 generic discussion you want to conduct before we qet 

15 started? 

16 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I think I do have soae 

17 generic questions. Let ae ask the Staff about -- I 

18 wanted to get clear in ay aind permittinq expanded 

1t interconnection and the iapleaentation of expanded 

20 interconnection. Given the fact that I believe it'• 

21 your re~ndation that there wouldn't be widespread 

22 i~l ... ntation of this because AAVs could not provide it 

23 to nonaffiliated entities, if we authorize it by a vote 

24 today, who will be in a position now to take advantaqe 

25 of expanded interconnection? 
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1 MR. REITH: Expanded interconnection for 

2 •witched acce••, actually collocating facilities in the 

3 LBC office, IXC& would be able to take advantage of 

4 that1 AAVa would not. 

5 COMMISSIONER CLAaR: Okay. So what would 

6 happen is they would have an expanded interconnection 

7 froa their POP --

8 MR. REITH: Yes. 

9 COMMISSIONER CLARX: -- to the local -- would 

10 it be to the access tandem? I know you have it in here 

11 back here 

12 A 

13 MR. REITH: Page 48 might be a help. 

14 COMMISSIONER CLARX: Okay. 

15 MR. REITH: Soaething I would like to point 

16 out before we get into this drawing here is if you 

17 notice, inside the LOO, the AT and the swc, the local 

18 central office ace••• tandea serving wire center, you 

19 see little tiny boxes. •A• represents the AAV: "I" 

20 repre .. nta the IXC. We were very specific in the 

21 drawing •• to the type of facility that comes in and out 

22 of tho••· 

23 In today•• world, the dotted line is what AAVa 

24 can provide. That waa addressed in Phase 1. Of course, 

25 we•ve atayed that order. 
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1 And the "A" repre•ent• the collocation for the 

2 Pba .. I, for the dedicated facilitie•. If you look at 

3 tbe --

COIIIIISSIONER CLARK: Wait a ainute. Say that 

D. UITH: Okay. The little "A" is the AAV8, 

7 collocated facilitie•, that all i• Phase I stuff that 

I ve --

9 COMMISSIONER CLARK: When you say that, that'• 

10 in the local central office? 

11 D. UITII: Yea, aa•am. 

12 COIIIIISSIONER CLARK: Okay. 

13 MR. REITH: Yes, ma'am. Now, the way we 

14 enviaion it today, if staff's recommendation is 

15 accepted, the only thing that would change would be the 

16 IXCa would be able to collocate facilities, but the 

17 linka between the IXC facilities would be provided by 

18 the AAV, and that•• what is represented by the solid 

19 line. And that•• pretty much an extension of what they 

.20 are allowed to do today as far as POP-to-POP transport. 

21 So there'• not a whole lot in addition that an 

22 AAV can do aa per our recommendation today. 

23 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. And if I 

24 underatood the te•timony correctly, there's probably not 

25 auch in the aarket left there now: because if it were 
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1 coat-effective to do it, they would have done it already 

2 through private line? 

3 MR. REITH: As far as transport and traffic, 

4 yea. I understand what we're recommending today is 

5 pretty restrictive; and we're consistent or atteapting 

6 to be conaiatant with past decisions in our 

7 interpretation of the statute, and that's what has 

8 driven their ability today to provide service. 

9 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Yeah, that was your 

10 response to the AAVs, •pecifically Intermodia and I 

11 believe Teleport, saying that they are not prohibited 

12 froa doing this under the statute. And you responded to 

13 th .. with your own analysis that it is prohibited baaed 

14 on what we decided in the AAV docket. 

15 MR. UI'l'H: Yea, aa 'aa. 

16 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. 

17 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Let me ask a question along 

18 those linea. Correct ae if I'm wrong, it is my 

19 understandift9 that the AAVs would like to, and they, in 

20 tbeir arguaent think it is permissible under current 

21 statutory authority that we have here at the co .. iasion, 

22 they would want the authority to collocate at a local 

23 central office and be able to take all traffic that is 

24 designated for a particular IXC -- assuming that the AAV 

25 has a contract vitb the IXC to provide that service for 
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1 tb .. -- to take all of tbat switched traffic that coae• 

2 into that local central office that is designated for 

3 ABC IXC and take that and carry it over their dedicated 

4 facility to tbe point of presence of that IXC . They 

5 tbink tbat'a perai .. lble and it's your opinion that that 

6 ia not perai .. lble. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

liS. CAIIIAIIO: That • • correct. 

CHAI..._ DEASON: If you could just give soae 

further explanation aa to vby you think that is not 

peraiaaible. 

liS. CAM~: Firat, I think it goes to 

COMKISSIOMBR JOHNSON: Donna, could you turn 

ua to tbat page? Where ia that analysis? 

MS. CANZANO: Well, it'• under Issue 6, which 

begins on Page 39 of tbe recoaaendation. 

OOIMISSIOKER JOHNSON: I know you're 

addressing tbe Cbairaan•a question directly but, also, 

Mike ia saying, •Yeah, we're being pretty restrictive in 

what we're allowing the AAV• to do here. We're being 

restrictive not because it i• a discretionary thing, but 

we're being restrictive because of Staff's legal 

interpretation of what the law will allow us to do.• 

liS. CANZANO: Yes, and it's also based upon 

past co .. iaaion decisions interpreting what AAVs are 

peraitted to dot specifically, the AAV order. 
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1 CIQIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: I hate to interrupt, 

2 and I'a 90ing to let you continue your train of thought. 

3 But vben you aay •past decisions,• were those decisions, 

4 too, baaed upon our interpretation of the law? Because 

5 I'• getting a little confused. Because two of you have 

6 aaid it'• not only the law but past decisions, but 

7 weren't tho .. past decisions just interpreting what the 

I law 1a? .. •r• conaiatently interpreting the law. 

9 •• CANZANO: Yes. 

10 

11 

COMKISSIONER JOHNSON: Okay. 

KR. REITH; One other thing, there'• a point 

12 of confusion that vas brought out amongst Staff, it is 

13 fr ... of reference. Mr. Wiggins did a pretty good job 

14 of trying to focus in on only his client and what his 

15 client can dor and we focus on end user, end-to-end. 

16 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Well, that's the reason I 

17 aaked the queation to Donna, to try to get the statutory 

18 basis, because I think that is the key question is 

19 within that atatute, that section, it depends on how you 

20 define •and uaer.• staff is defining •end user• as the 

21 cuato .. r, tbe -- I'• sorry, it's how you define 

22 •cuato .. r.• We're defining it as the end user, the 

23 custo .. r beinq the person that picks up the phone, dials 

24 and wants to aake a long distance call. 

25 And I think that under Intermedia's 
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interpretation the cuato .. r ia not necessarily the end 

uaer1 the auata.er can be interpreted to be the IXC. 

And aaybe I'• overaiaplifying it, but that's the way I 

underatood it. If tbat'a not correct, how about 

explainiftCJ that. 

MS. CANZANO: That's basically what they're 

aayiftCJ. Tbey're trying to aay that a aubacriber can be 

an end u .. r, ao an IXC would be a aubacriber of the 

aenioe ancl thua a aubaoriber ia an •nd uaer. 

!he definition aa aet before in ,,.,,,, of 

alternative acceaa vendor aervicea atatea that ••ana, 

•Tbe proviaion of private line service between an entity 

and ita faciliti.. at another location or dedicated 

acceaa Hrvice betw .. n an end user and an interexchanqe 

carrier by other than a local exchange 

telecoaaunicationa coapany, and are considered to be 

interexcbange teleco .. unicatons services." 

And then private line service is defined in 

Section 364.335 aa, •Any point-to-point or 

point-to-aultipoint aervice dedicated to the exclusive 

uae of an end uaer for the transmission of any public 

telecoaaunicationa aervice.• 

our interpretation is you're talking about 

24 dedicated aervicea, ao you look at the picture aa a 

25 whole. And we have defined switched access service to 
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1 conaiat of three ele•ents. It is, you know, the carrier 

2 ca..on line, which is the portion fro• the end user to 

3 tbe LBC'• central office; local switching, which is 

4 really in the central office itself: and then the local 

5 tranaport section fro• the LEC's central office or the 

6 serving wire center to the IXC. 

7 I believe that so•e of the AAVs want to juat 

8 focus on one el ... nt of that and say that that is a 

9 dedicated el ... nt, and then they are entitled to do it 

10 and it ... ta, then, the statutory definition of a 

11 dedicated service. And I think that you need to look at 

~2 the whole picture and not just one piece of the picture. 

13 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But, obviously, if the IXC 

14 baa a point of presence of collocation there in that 

15 local central office, and they tc:ake all the traffic 

16 which is directed to the• and then they want to contract 

17 with the AAV to utilize that dedicated facility froa 

~8 that central office to so•ewhere else down the IXC'• 

19 network, then that i• permissible, right? 

20 MS. CANZANO: That's permissible if it !a the 

21 aaae IXC. Becauae we have already said in that AAV 

22 order that an AAV ia allowed to provide IXC POP-to-POP 

23 tranaport1 and that•• just an extension of that, ao long 

24 as the switch it .. lf is not in between the IXC'• 

25 facilities. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: so really it boil• down to 

2 atatutory interpretation as to what ia pergiaaible. 

3 KR. REITH: Yes, sir. 

4 liS. CANZANO: Yes. 

5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: What we may think would be 

6 good or bad ia really kind of irrelevant, at lea;t for 

7 purpoaea of this. It aay be discussed during 

8 legislative debate, but we're not here to discuss 

9 legislative debate today, we're here to make a decision 

10 based upon the evidence and the record and our 

11 interpretation of the statute as it exists today. 

12 liS. CANZANO: That's right. 

13 

14 user.• 

15 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: But the statute uses •end 

MS. CANZANO: Yes, it does. 

16 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: But it doesn't really 

17 define it. 

18 MS. CANZANO: No, it doesn't really 

19 specifically define it. But there's a similar -- one of 

20 our rules that has to do with operator services define• 

21 end user as a person who initiates the call. so we're 

22 borrowing the idea from that. 

23 OOMNISSIONER JOHNSON: From where? I'm sorry. 

24 MS. CANZANO: From Rule 25-24.610(l)(c). 

25 COMMISSIONER CLARK: But I think perhaps the 
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1 vay ve uaa it in the rule ia consistent with the way 

2 I have never heard anyone refer to an interexcllange 

13 

3 provider •• an and uaer unless they are in fact, I aaan, 

4 if they bave a buain .. a line or soaething like that --

5 liS. CAIIZAHO: Right. 

6 COMMISSIONER CLARK: where they are an end 

7 uaer. lut when they purchase the service and then in 

8 turn package it and resell it, aa far as I know, they 

9 have never been characterized as end users. 

10 MS. CANZANO: Not to ay knowledge. 

11 COIIIIISSIONER CLARK: What? 

12 liS. CANZANO: Not to my knowledge . 

13 KR. HATCH: Yea, that's correct. 

14 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I think Intermedia, in 

15 their brief, they raised, it was an interesting 

16 arc)UII8nt. 

:17 liS. CANZAHO: It sure was. 

18 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: But, and it did, if ve 

19 knew aore -- and I know that perhaps we just don't and I 

20 don't know how auch weight we would give the leqislative 

21 intent or the leqialative discussions with respect to 

22 thia issue. And I don't know how much weight I would 

23 give that anyway. But I'a more inclined to agree with 

24 Staff'• analysis of end user being the customer 

25 although I .uat aay I thought Intermedia did an 
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1 excellen~ job on their brief. 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: But to buy into 

3 In~er.edia'• a~nt, it seems to ae the statu~• would 

4 have been vri~~en entirely different. 

5 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Yeah, that's where I 

6 aurted 90incJ. 

7 

8 

118. CANZANO: Yes. 

COIIIIISSIONER CLARK: Yes. 

9 I bad a follow-up question. Given the fact 

10 ~t the iapl ... ntation of expanded interconnection is 

11 liaited by the s~atute, did you do an analysis of what 

12 you think the iapact, the financial impact, would be? 

13 Aa I recall vba~ you said about Mr. Beauvais and his 

14 ~nt with respect to the most conservative is 2 

15 aillion and ao.etbing, the most, the worse scenario 

16 would be 23 aillion --

17 MR. REITH: 27 I think; on Page 29, I believe 

18 i~ ia. 

19 COMMISSIONER CLARX: Your memory is better 

20 ~n aine. But 29 I should look at? 

21 MR. REITH: I believe that's the page, that's 

22 the first page --

23 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I would assume that the 

24 27 would be if the AAVs were authorized. 

25 liS. IIARSH z That 1 • correct. He was assuain.CJ 
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1 that coapetition would be in place at that tiae. 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. And what is the 2 

3 aillion baaed on? # ' 

4 118. IIARSH: That vas a aore conservative 

5 eatiaate of the .... thing . He took different fill 

6 factora and uaed a very conservative estiaate to co .. up 

7 with the 2.7 aillion. 

8 In the 27 aillion he used 100' fill factor. 

9 Actually, be uaad lOt in the one and 100' in the other, 

10 •o you can ... the other one is just another zero up or 

11 two zaroaa up1 and that's really the only difference in 

12 those nuabar•. They both assume full competition. 

13 COIIIIISSIONER CLARJC: Okay. 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: So the conservative 

15 aatiaata, which is the 10' fill factor number, that•• 

16 aaauainq full coapetition. 

17 liS. MARSH: Yea, sir. 

18 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And the assumption is that 

19 evan with full coapetition, given pricing flexibility 

20 and other things to the LEC and whatever responses they 

21 have to the coapetition, that it is just a conservative 

22 eatiaate tbey would only lose 10' of that share. Is 

23 that in ••••nee what be is saying? 

24 liS. MARSH: Actually, he is not even referring 

25 there to what would happen as a result of this docket , 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 



1 given the liaitation.. 

2 In another part of the testimony, h~ aqreea 

3 that there would be virtually no revenue impact as a 

4 result of the decision here today. so this really 

5 aaauaea, you know, that there is competition. 

16 

6 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And none of those nuabera, 

7 neither the CTI nuaber or the southern Bell nuaber, aake 

8 any atte.pta to try to quantify the revenue enhanceaents 

9 that perhaps could come out of this through customer 

10 growth, through atiaulation of additional traffic, 

11 thinqs of that nature? 

~2 MR. REITH: Additional services. Yes, sir, 

.13 you're correct. 

.14 COMMISSIONER CLARK: They did not take that 

15 into account when doinq their estimate; is that correct? 

~6 MS. MARSH: Tbey did not. several of the 

17 parties do diacuaa the possibility that revenues could 

18 even increase due to other charges, such as 

19 croaa-connect charge and so forth. All the revenue that 

20 the LBC gets today would not go away, it would simply be 

21 substituted in other ways as a result of what could come 

22 out of today. They do discuss it but none of the 

23 partie• have atteapted to quantify it. 

24 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I think an important 

25 point -- and I think that Mr. Metcalf in his testimony 
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1 tried to ewpbasize this 

17 

is that one of the things we 

2 need to keep in aind as we qo through these things and 

3 try to develop policy, realizing we're constrained to 

4 aa.a extent by tbe statutory interpretation, but one of 

5 the things we need to r .. ember is that the network --

6 vben I use the tera •network,• I aa using it rather 

7 loosely -- the network ia better off if the custoaers 

8 stay on the network as opposed to going to a private 

9 network. 

10 If they are utilizing the network, even 

11 thought it aay be an AAV's network, still the AAV is 

12 interconnected to what we would refer to as the 

13 traditional network; and that still is a better scenario 

14 than lo•in; cu•toaers entirely to some type of private 

15 network for aa.e type of a VSAT or a private situation. 

16 MR. REITH: Yes, sir. And the theory is once 

17 the private network is in place, the customer does not 

18 coae back because the they have already invested that 

19 capital. 

20 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Let me go back to one 

21 of the generic i•sues, or our statutory interpretation 

22 that AAVs are prohibited fro• interconnecting with the 

23 LBC switch for provisioning of switched access. 

24 I thought you all did a real good job of 

25 analyzing that and answering the question directly. And 
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1 I need a f .. l fro. you all •• to I know we're going into 

2 tbi• 1-wi•lative ••••ion and we talk about the iaaue and 

3 we talk about vbat we think the statute does. I a there 

4 roaa here for a diacuaaion whether in the order it 

5 would be dicta or whatever as to where we think they 

6 abould go? Should we include that kind of discuaaion 

7 bare and tbe raaifications and the i•pact? 

8 I know they'll be looking to us for guidance. 

9 We've aaid thia i• what the legislature has told u• to 

10 doJ •hould we go the next step in saying -- in 

11 di.cua•ing tbe i••u• in terms of the competitive 

12 environ.ent that we nov live in? 

13 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I think that's Issue 5, is 

14 it not? 

15 MR. HATCH: In a sense it is Issue s. To get 

16 really to your queation, it is possible you could do 

17 tbat, i~ would be a literal dicta. Here's where we are, 

18 here•• what we could do. But, you know, if we had our .. 
19 dr- or our drutber•, then perhaps it would be 

20 different and it can be different this way. 

21 COMMISSIONeR JOHNSON: You think it ia taken 

22 care of in 5, tben? 

23 MR. HATCH: In •any respects I think it i• 

24 taken care of in 5. 

25 The other question is you whether you want to 
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1 do that at all. 

2 CHAIRMAN DEASON: That's the question thAt I 

3 have 

4 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: That's why I raised it, 

5 becauae I 

6 IIR. HATCH: Since you have your White Paper 

7 project in process nov, ay suggestion to you is that'• 

8 really a better place to do it. 

9 COMMISSIONER CLARK: It seems to me the 

10 expanded interconnection, the basis of that you 

11 it will be implemented that way. 

12 It is inescapable. 

13 

14 

MR. HATCH: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: And I think we're 

15 having -- one of the reasons I did not support 

16 legislation to allow, last year, to suggest it was 

17 appropriate for AAVs to provide it to nonaffiliated 

18 entities was I didn't have any kind of facts or 

19 education to lead •• to conclude that was the right 

20 decision. You recall Staff indicated they felt it wa.s 

21 the right place to be, I just didn't have that knowledge 

22 that you all have. 

23 I feel I have it now; and as a result of this 

24 hearing, I think we are in a position to say we think 

25 expanded interconnection is in the public interest. It 
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1 i• our interpretation of the statute that it can be 

2 J..pl~ted at thi• point, but we do think lt. should be 

3 iapl~ted and the •tatute needs to be changed. 

4 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Well, Commissioner, it is 

5 kind of ironic, during that discussion I supported the 

6 legi•lation --

7 COIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: So did I . 

8 CHAIRMAN DEASON: -- and the reason I did is 

9 because the legislation at that time that we were 

10 cont.-plating did not say it is in the public interest, 

11 it ju•t gave the authority to the Commission to take a 

12 look at it and then aake that determination after we had 

13 bad a thorough investigation and we assured ourself that 

14 it could be iapleaented in. I think, consistent with 

15 that, we would have the authority if we felt it vas 

16 nece•sary to protect the public interest to impose 

17 certain type of constraints or restraints or transitions 

18 or whatever. So that's why I supported it at that time. 

19 The reason that I cannot support Issue 5 here 

20 today is that it doesn't do that. It just makes the 

21 very bold •tateaent that, "It is in the public 

22 interest,• and it don't give the Commission -- my fear 

23 is -- and it aay be. I'm not saying it is not. In 

24 fact, I'a kind of inclined to say that it probably is, 

25 but I'a not convinced of that yet. 
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1 And -r fear i• that if we make a determination 

2 on Iaaue 5 aa it i• currently stated, that's 9oinq to be 

3 uaed by certain parties -- and I don't blame thea; if I 

4 were in their aboea, I would, too -- it is going to be 

5 uaed to convince the legialature simply to include in 

6 the lav that thia will be done. And I think that that 

7 perbapa would not give the Commission the flexibility 

8 and the diacretion to take a look at it and, if we ao 

9 choae, to iap1eaent aome type of transition or 

10 reatrainta or other considerations. And I don't even 

11 knoW what they would be at this point and maybe there 

12 would be none, but that's what my fear is. 

13 If you recall, when we discussed the White 

14 Paper, that vas one of the things we were saying: We're 

15 willing to aake this atateaent that competition and we 

16 need to open up the local network and all or that if the 

17 co.aiasion i• a.powered to have flexibility and 

18 discretion and to look at it and make sure that it is in 

19 the public interests with these considerations or with 

20 tho .. con•iderationa. 

21 Ky fear ia that the result from the 

22 legislative process aay be that there's just a single 

23 stat ... nt in the law that says, "You will do this.• And 

24 that aay be good public poli c y nnd T •m nnt "'''ylnq It l• 

35 not, and l'a sure it would get adequate debate at the 
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1 le;ialative l.vell but I'a juat not convinced that we 

2 need to aake the bold •tate•ent In I AAIID .. , n t t h I• pu Int. 

3 without the caveat•, certain caveats similar to those 

4 tbat ve included in our White Paper when we made the 

5 bold atateaent tbat tbe local network should be opened 

6 up to co.petition. 

7 That'• vbat ay concern is. I discussed it at 

8 aa.e len;th y .. terday vith Staff; and I think there aay 

9 be aa.e aixed f .. linga on it, but I think they can 

10 underatand the point of view I'a trying to share with 

11 you. 

12 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I'm a little confused 

13 on that Iaaue 5, then. 

14 I gu .. a -- and I needed to hear that because I 

15 guess I vas kind of thinking that we have the 

16 flexibility and that ve were aaking that determination 

17 nov after a hearing? I thought this is what we wanted 

18 to do, to have this opportunity. But I understand what 

19 you are saying 1• that we aight be narrowing ourselves 

20 in too .uch perhaps to have this broad statement. 

21 CHAIRMAN DEASON: That's what my concern is. 

22 But at the .... tiae, if you feel confident that as a 

23 result of this proceeding that: this is the path we 

24 should go down and there'• absolutely no doubt in your 

25 aind it should be done, it should be done as quickly as 
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1 ~ible, and there is not going to be adverse iapacts 

2 on the LBCa and the captive residental custoaer•, fine, 

3 aaybe this i• the avenue to do it and perhap• there i• 

4 no need tor any longer delay . I'• just not yet quite 

5 that far down that path. I may be headed down that 

6 path, I •a not yet there. 

7 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I understand that. I 

8 do feel thi• i• the path we should be headed down but I 

9 do teal that we need to have some flexibility. So I 

10 don't know bow to get there; I don't know if thi• is 

11 juat aending ua on a road and we can't take a turn or 

12 what thi• 1• doing. But I was assuming in Issue 5 we 

13 atill would have some of the implementation authority 

14 and have •o .. of the safeguards and have the ability to 

15 control thi•, but perhaps not. 

16 IIR. DREW: Mr. Chairman? 

17 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: But what is Staff's 

18 opinion? 

19 IIR. DREW: Could you reiterate again what 

20 would aake you aore comfortable? I mean, it sounds like 

21 the ia•u• ao .. what interpreted is pretty broad? 

22 CHAIRMAN DEASON: My approach and my question 

23 to Staff ye•terday wa• a quite simple one: Is there 

24 even any need to addres• Issue 5 to resolve the true 

25 issue• in thia docket? That's what my concern was. And 
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1 I vaa baaically told it is not absolutely necessary but 

2 that, dependin; on what the consensus of th~ co .. iaaion 

3 i•, it aay be helpful. And I can aee both aides of it. 

4 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I thought thia vaa a 

5 nece•aary iaaue to aaking a determination -- a public 

6 oh, no. That•• what we wanted the legislation to aay, 

7 that ve -- okay, I'• confused. 

8 COMMISSIONER CLARK: If I'• understanding your 

t re .. rvationa, Chair.an Deason, it's sort of that thi• ia 

10 a part of a bigger picture. And what we have said to 

11 the legialature ia that this is a good idea and opening 

12 up local exchange ia a good idea. But we need to have 

13 the tool• to enaure that the timing of it ia correct ao 

14 that in the long run ve have full and fair competition. 

15 And the ti•ing ia eaaential both to protect ratepayers 

16 through the tranaition and to ensure that the 

17 co.petition doea develop. 

18 To turn the local exchange companies loose too 

19 aoon aay kill any developing competition. To hold the• 

20 back aay have an adver•• impact on the cost of local 

21 rates. It'a trying to do it all at the proper ti•e. 

22 And if I understand what you're saying is, we 

23 abould be careful that we see this as a piece of a 

24 larger picture, and that, even though we may be 

25 reca.aending expanded interconnection and believe at 
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1 tbia tt.e that, ba•ed on this record, it appear• that it 

2 would be -- that the legislation should be changed to 

3 allow alternative access to providers to •erve 

4 nonaffiliated entities, that we still need the 

5 flexibility, •uch a• with zone pricing and other thing•, 

6 to allow the LECa to fairly compete for tho•• cu•to .. r•. 

7 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I think that•• ba•ically 

8 correct. My concern -- for example, one of the biggest 

9 concerna I have, of course, is the impact, the financial 

10 i~ct, potential iapact. And, I don't think that 

11 the -- ay opinion is that the re~ord is ~ot as aaple as 

12 it could othervi .. have been. And there•• soae que•tion 

13 aa to the liaited nuabers that we have, whether that 

14 conteaplatea -- what exactly those numbers conteaplate. 

15 And whether staff'• conclusion that the financial 

16 i~cta would be negligible, I think that conclusion vas 

17 reached or baaed upon the statutory interpretation that 

18 th ... type ••rvice• are not permissible, but what would 

19 Staff'• reco ... ndation be if it was under an assuapti.on 

20 that that •tatutory restriction were removed and we vera 

21 having total and full competition; what would those 

22 financial i~cta be? And, I don't really think staf·t•• 

23 prepared at thia ti .. to aake an assessment of what that 

24 would be. If they are, please speak up. But I don't 

25 think you are. 
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1 MS. MARSH: No, we ' re not . 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Well, then, YQU need to 

3 clarify for - llr. Beauvais' testimony. I aean, I had 

4 underatood the 27 aillion to be if they lost all the 

5 acceaa, or if they lost that what they predict they are 

6 vulnerable to competition and that would include 

7 alternative acce•• providers providing accesa to 

8 nonaffiliated entitiea. ~ I incorrect in that? 

9 MS. MARSH: No, ma'am, you are correct in 

10 that. I underatood the Chairman to say was Staff ready 

11 to a• .. •• it. 

12 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Staff's conclusion i• it'• 

13 negligible. And I think that's based upon your 

14 interpretation of what is statutorily permisaible . 

15 

16 

MS. MARSH: That's correct. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. Sorry. 

17 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And you are saying it'• in 

18 the public intereat because this is a concern we really 

19 don't have. 

20 My queation is, could you still say that we 

21 •hould do thia if it was total and full, and that you 

22 could aay that there's not going to be any adverae 

23 iapact on the LBCa and their customers, and I don't 

24 think you are ready to say that yet. If you are, pleaae 

25 ahare that information with us. 
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1 KR. REITH: I would go on, and you can add to 

2 tbia, vban ve probed to look at this in this docket -- I 

3 ..an, a lot of the answers we got is, "We don't know.• 

4 And the nuabera vere tough coming and the nuabera ve got 

5 are rough eatiaatea. And I think that's pretty 

6 indicative of the feeling out there. I aean thia ia new 

7 ground. Tbia ia definitely a preliainary atep we're 

8 taking or trying to take. 

9 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And it may be that it ia 

10 aoaething that ve can't really put our hands on, nobody 

11 baa the anavera, and at some point maybe we're going to 

12 have to take aore ateps down this path based on faith. 

13 KR. REITH: It's definitely going to be an 

14 evolution. We've just got to take it one at a tiae. 

15 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Walter, you're fixin' to 

16 give up your attaboy, you're coming to the table. 

17 MR. D'HAESELEER: I'm a little concerned 

18 becauae of another one that's coming up tomorrow. 

19 There i• a point in time when you have to aake 

20 a deciaion, even though it be a hard one and you aay not 

21 be coafortable that you don't have all of the 

22 inforaation that you'd like to have . 

23 I'a a little surprised at what has been said 

24 froa the Staff in that if you ask the companies for 

25 inforaation on vhat they're going to lose, they are 
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1 CJOincJ to do ao .. aodelJnq, thoy ttro going to aake ao .. 

2 aaau.ption, juat like you've got in the other docket, 

3 and until it actually happens and you experience it, you 

4 really don't know what the impact is. But you have to 

5 look at the big picture. And I think the big picture is 

6 tbat they being able to offer this would be in the 

7 public intereat. 

a Nov, there aay have to be some fine-tuning 

9 later on and ao .. adjustments made, but, you know, 

10 you've 90t a blCJ declaJon to mttke tomorrow and I'a 

11 concerned becau .. you won't have all of these nuabera 

12 you•re ... king. 

13 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Let me ask a question. 

14 Wbo is on the interLATA, is it everybody? 

15 JIR. HATCH: It's the full Commission. 

16 COMMISSIONER CLARK: One thing that, I aean 

17 this with respect to No. 5, it is a policy decision 

18 tbat I'a coafortable aaking, but on the other hand, I 

19 have sort of -- the two co .. iasioners that aren't here, 

20 I will have aade a policy decision for them in effect. 

21 JIR. D'HAISELEER: It's the tone that I'm a 

22 little concerned about . I 11ean, if you're really 

,23 looking for aolid nuabera, it's 

24 CIIAIRIIAN DEASON: 1 1 11 not so much looking for 

25 solid numbers in this case. The only reason I'~ 

... 
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1 bringing that up is that I still want the co .. ission to 

2 be able to have the flexJbillty ""d t hCJ contrule and put 

3 in safeguards if ve deea it necessary. 

4 Ky concern is whether that such a -- a finding 

5 of this, which is bold and direct, that could be 

6 interpreted to where that it could be implemented, it 

7 could be inaerted into the law that says that, 

8 •co.aission, you will do this. And you don't have to 

9 worry about any type of controls or safeguards or 

10 vbatever becau .. you've already said it's in the public 

11 interest so you •u•t be assured that it's fine." And 

12 I'• just not willing to say that. That's what •Y 

13 concern is. 

14 Bven with our white paper, as you recall, we 

15 had a lot of discussion and debate, but we all, the 

16 conaensus vas, •okay, yeah, we can make this stateaent, 

17 but what ve•re sayinq is that we need the ability and 

18 tbe authority to iaple .. nt Universal service Fund, if we 

19 think that•• the appropriate thing to do," the whole 

20 ayriad of things that we discussed. And that gave 

21 everybody so .. coafort that we're retaining enough 

22 authority to assure ourselves that whatever the 

23 decisions and the path that we take, that we can -- in 

24 our buable opinion we can do it, make those decisions 

25 which we think are in the public interest. And we're 
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1 looking for tba broad direction fro• the legislature but 

2 not so .ucb the specifics, like the Ten Coamandmenta, 

3 •you vill do this, you will do this, and you will not do 

4 this.• 

5 KR. D'HAESBLEER: Yeah, and I agree with you. 

6 I just thought we were changing our tone that if we 

7 don't have nu.bera, ve can't aake policy decisions. 

8 CHAIRMAN DEASON: No, I wasn't saying that. I 

9 realize that at aoae point we're going to have to aake 

10 deciaiona baaed upon the best information that we have. 

11 I que•• I'a not at the point of saying that this type 

12 ca.petition is in the public interest, period, and not 

13 say as long as -- there'• the necessary -- the 

14 ca.aiaaion bas the authority to implement -- and there 

15 aay not be any need for any additional safeguards. But 

16 I don't think anybody is going to know until we start 

17 iapl ... nting it and getting further down that path. 

18 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Is there a way for us 

19 to add so .. of those qualifiers in our analysis, you 

20 know, that we think that this is in the public interest 

21 but add the warnings and things that we need to look 

22 at -- I don't want to say the authority that the 

23 Ca.aiaaion needs, but iaaues that are still out there. 

24 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I was very comfortable wi.th 

25 whatever was contained in the last -- in the legislative 
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1 propoaal. It waa very coafortable. Basically it lifted 

2 that restriction and gave the Commission the diacretion 

3 to take a further look at it. But what I hear Walter 

4 aaying ia I think he'• convinced that this constitute• 

5 the analyaia -- the hearing, the evidence -- that he'• 

6 caafortable in juat aaying this is the way to go, 

7 period. 

8 MR. D'HAESBLEER: Yes, but I can live with 

9 I .. an, I don't have any problems with some kind of 

10 caveata. But what I really am concerned about is that 

11 we really won't have the numbers a lot of people are 

12 coafortable with in aoae of these major decisions we're 

13 going to be faced with. That's my concern. 

14 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I don't know if we're 

15 nacaaaarily aaying numbers, but saying that we need to 

16 have the authority to analyze and review. 

17 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Sometimes you need the 

18 authority juat to put brakes on a little, you know. 

19 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Exactly. 

20 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Maybe we're going too fast 

21 down the information superhighway: I don't know. Maybe 

22 we're not 90in9 faat enough. I think a lot of people 

23 would aay that'• the case. 

24 Any .ore kind of generic questions? 

25 COMMISSIONER CLAaR: No. Mr. Chairman, I 
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think aaybe we can, when we get to 5, we can work with 

it a little bit and aaybe get something that would 

satisfy you, and still acknowledge the inforaation we've 

gotten .a far. 
~ -

And if I hear you correctly, it's sort of we 

need to be able to eaploy some safeguards, or have the 

ability to change our path if we find that we're doing 

daaage to universal service or -- the path we started on 

needs .a.. adjustaent to protect the public interest. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Let me raise perhaps a more 

specific queationt would we have -- and this is perhaps 

a question nobody has the answer to, but would we have 

the authority -- if we were to make this finding and tor 

.a.. reason that statutory provision was lifted, and 

then a few years down the road we made some type of a 

finding tbat, vbile this has been wildly successful and 

there's been coapetition and those customers, the IXCs 

and so .. of the large customers, have benefited froa it, 

but there's been some strain or some pressure put upon 

basic rates, would we have the authority then to require 

saae type of a contribution from these AAVs and IXCs 

with ao .. type of a Universal service Fund, or since we 

have already basically determined them to be in the 

public interest, that they are kind of exempt froa some 

type of an as ...... nt of contribution to a Universal 
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1 service Fund? 

2 JIR. BATCH: Hard question. If you -..rant to CJO 

3 to the extr ... edCJe, I think perhaps you have any 

4 inherent authority -- but that's a risky proposition, 

5 and I'd bate to give you any kind of committal answer to 

6 that without doing a lot •ore work on the question. 

7 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Well, then, that .akea 

8 - real nervoua. 

9 COMMXSSIONER CLARK: Can you put, I mean it 

10 ae ... to .. that it could be put in the legislation to 

11 the extent that there needs to be universal 

12 JIR. BATCH: I didn't get that far yet. It 

13 depends on what coaea out of of the legislature, if 

14 there, in fact, ia a Universal Service Fund package put 

15 forth and how that works; that may very well answer all 

16 the queationa. 

17 CJIAIRIIAII DEASON: See, that • s what bothers · .. 

:18 about thia whole thinq; we're talking about how we want 

.19 to atructure 18C)islation, and that's not the purpose of 

20 thia docket. 

21 MR. HATCH: I understand. 

22 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Here comes Walter again. 

23 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: But I'd like to know 

24 that the i~ct that the findings in this docket would 

25 have on 18C)ialation, and if you're telling me that if we 
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1 .. de tbia public interest determination, that we aay put 

2 ouraelv .. in a box where that if we don't get 

3 legialation, then our hands may be tied? 

4 KR. HATCH: I'm not sure I understand your 

5 queation. 

6 ~SSIONBR JOHNSON: Well, you were just 

7 .. ying, the Cbairaan vaa asking you about the public 

8 intereat deteraination -- go ahead. 

9 MR. HATCH: Well, the basic question vas could 

10 we eatabliah ao .. sort of a Universal service Fund down 

11 tbe road if ve perceived a problem? If that'• the 

12 queation, I don't have a good clear answer for you that 

13 I'a willing to run up the flagpole. 

14 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: And you're saying 

15 becau .. we aade a -- that this is a public, this is in 

16 tba public intar .. t deteraination, we may have a road 

17 block eatabliahing a universal service mechanism down 

18 the road. 

19 MR. HATCH: In the greater scheme of things, 

20 if you're looking at the big picture, I don't believe 

21 tbia ia tbat bi9 of a pothole in the information 

22 hi9hway -- to uae the current jargon. But historically 

23 we have aolved our universal service questions by how we 

24 deal with the interconnection with the LECs, local 

25 exchange networka. We have built revenues into certain 
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1 rates and rate levels to accommodate certain thinga, to 

2 aolve certain problems and to solve a lot of other 

3 i .. uea. BHMOC for revenue neutrality and lota of CCL 

4 and bow we raiaa and lower those rates baaed on what we 

5 tbink the currant problems are and how the aix falla 

6 out, what we think is the best mix all the way around. 

7 To the extent that you eliminate the LEC 

8 aonopoly par •• when they are not the only ga.. in town, 

9 then you have a auch, much bigger, broader problea to 

10 conaidar. Thia doesn't reach that, frankly. I aaan --

11 it'• getting that direction, but this is not related, 

12 really, directly to that problem. And that problea haa 

13 to be aolvad, if at all, by some sort of systematic 

14 Univaraal Service Fund. Now, how that is going to look, 

15 bow it would work, who knows. until that happana, I 

16 don't tbink you have the kind of problem you're worried 

17 about. • 

18 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Did our white paper addraaa 

19 at all the lifting of the restriction on affiliated 

20 antitiaa in AAV --

21 MR. HATCH: I don't know. I don't know, 

22 Mr. Cbairaan. I waan•t part of that project directly. 

23 MR. TUDOR: The way it was addressed waa, we 

24 bad the thr .. acanarioa with the broadest one and the 

25 one we propoaed being the one that said, open up the 
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2 would be covered under that umbrella, but then, the B 

3 option waa one that just addressed some very limited 
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4 areaa, and one of thoae addressed there was lifting the 

5 unaffiliated entity restriction. 

6 MR. D'HAESELEER: Commissioner, in •Y opinion, 

7 aa long aa theae people are certificated, are under your 

8 control, and aubject to rate approval, you can do 

9 wbatever you want through rate design. And I don't 

10 think tber•'• any problea. You may not c a11 it a 

11 Univeraal service Fund, it could be profits or anything 

12 alae, but I think you could address some concerns about 

13 rate dialocations. 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Walter, I don't necessarily 

15 diaagr .. , but you do realize the recommendation in tbia 

16 ca .. doea not even have these folks file tariffs; which 

17 I'a not -- I .. an I'a --

18 MR. D'HAESELEER: Right. But through 

19 interconnection rates and other rates, you can 

20 accoaplish this s ... thing. 

21 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Put it in the RIC, huh? 

22 MR. D'HAESELEER: I mean, there's a lot of 

23 ways of doing it. 

24 COMMISSIONER CLARK: But the RIC has risks in 

25 the sense that you could drive people to a private 
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1 network . 

2 CHAIRMAN DEASON: That's absolutely correct. 

3 And tbe fact tbat the common wisdom is that the RIC 

4 can't aurvive in the long term, it's got to go away at 

5 aa.e point. Juat like BHMOC, it was good public policy 

6 to try to reduce, eliainate that. 

7 COMMISSIONER CLARK: And I think all of these 

8 tbinga are transition aechanisms. I think when we get 

9 to Iaaue 5, aaybe we can make it clear that I think the 

10 record doea indicate expanded interconnection is in the 

11 public interest and consistent with our white paper. It 

12 ia in tbe public interest to allow AAVs to provide 

.13 acceaa for nonaffiliated companies, but we need to be 

:14 clear tbat tbia will have a revenue impact on local 

.15 exchange coapani .. ; that revenue has been used to keep 

16 local ratea low, and as part of a legislative package 

17 tbe iapact of opening up competition and the transition 

18 to coapetition haa to address how we assure that 

19 universal service can be maintained, and that has to do 

20 with how you replace or not replace revenues. 

21 And aayba we can caveat with the fact that, 

22 you know, tbat there are -- you need to understand the 

23 revenue i.pact and the legislation has to address how we 

24 protect universal aervice as we go to competition. 

25 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I don't disagree with what 
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1 you jut .. id. 

2 

3 proceed. 

4 

Any other generic discussions? Okay, we can 

Issue 1 is a stipulated issue. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Issue No. 2 also is a stipulated issue. 

Issue No. 3. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: I can move Staff. 

COIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: Staff. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Issue 3 has been moved and 

9 seconded. Show that approved . 

10 I••ue No. 4? Co .. issioner&; I got the 

11 distinct i~reasion that while different parties aay 

12 prefer things a little bit differently, I think 

13 everybody basically agreed that expanded interconnection 

14 is -- under the FCC's virtual collocation that the FCC 

15 foraat for that is acceptable. I think basically that's 

16 wbat Staff is saying. 

17 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Is that Issue 4? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

COIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: That's Issue 4. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: That is Issue 4. 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Move. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: No. Issue 4, "Is the 

.22 expanded interconnection for switched access in the 

23 public interest?• 

24 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I thought that was --

25 I'• getting th .. confused. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Maybe I'm lookinq at --

2 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Are the issues laid out 

3 the .... way in the quide as they are in the 

4 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Well, I'm off of •Y iaaue 

5 nuabera then. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

.13 

.14 

.15 

.16 

.17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Me, too. Could you all 

go through or at least explain what Issue 4 ia. 

KR. DREW: Issue 4 states asks the 

question, •Ia expanded interconnection for switched 

acceaa in the public interest?" Staff is recommending 

that tbe co .. iaaion find that it is . 

OVerall, the parties believe that it is in the 

public interest. We found that the local exchanqe 

ca.paniea agr .. that there may be some benefit& to 

allowing expanded interconnection for switched acceaa, 

and ••ked the co .. iaaion to bear in mind that there are 

certain cav .. ta that the Commission should look at, 

specifically in the area of revenue impact. 

OVerall, we've identified benefits to expanded 

interconnection aa docuaented in the record. We • ve 

identified overall •iniaal revenue impacts to the LEC, 

and we did not identify, based on the record, any 

significant rate i•pact on the qeneral body of 

ratepayers. And that waa the basis of our concluaion. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: I'm mistaken. I had qotten 
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2 correct, co .. iaaioner. 

3 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Chairaan, I would 
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4 add, there waa one thing that you mentioned, and I think 

5 abould be added to, on Page 28, "Baaed on the above 

6 taatt.ony, Staff concludes the benefits that aay occur 

7 froa introduction of expanded interconnection for 

8 .witched acceaa include,• and I agree with thoae, but 

9 abould there be ao .. thing added that the avoidance of 

10 uneconaaic bypaaa of the public network? I mean, one of 

11 the thing• that llr. 

12 MR. DREW: Metcalf. 

13 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I guess it was 

14 indicated, and to .. that is a public benefit becauae 

15 there•• a far greater danger to the maintenance of the 

16 public .witched network if you have the development of a 

17 lot of private networka, because I don't believe people 

18 will be aa ready to co .. back, and I would add that aa 

19 another aatter. 

20 MR. DREW: Yea. We would agree, since we did 

21 find in our analyaia if customers were to go to their 

22 own private networka, they would less likely return to 

23 the public network. They would have already sunk coata 

24 into building their own networks and would leaa likely 

25 go back to the public network . 
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1 COIDIISSIONER JOHNSON: Yeah. I think that ve 

2 could add that aa a 7 and the discusssion could be 

3 .abelliabed a little bit, but you do discuss it in the 

4 analyaia. 

5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. Do we have a aotion 

6 then on Iaaue 4? 

7 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I move Issue 4. 

8 COIDIISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

9 CHAIRMAN DEASON: It's been moved and 

10 aeconded. Show that staff recommendation on Issue 4 ia 

11 approved aa diacuaaed. Issue No . 5? 

12 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Chairman, let ae give 

13 this a try. 

14 I would aay that something to the effect 

15 that -- I gueaa in an attempt to gain your support, that 

16 the record in thia docket indicates the offering of 

17 dedicated and awitched services between nonaffiliated 

18 entitiea by non-LECa appears to be in -- well, I would 

19 say ia in the public interest provided. However, it 

20 will have an iapact on revenues to the local exchange 

21 co.paniea, which aay have put pressure on local rates, 

22 and the Coaaiaaion -- but the commission should aaintain 

23 the flexibility to addreaa that revenue impact through 

24 pricing. Maybe not be as specific as "pricing," but 

25 there ia another part of the public interest that ve 
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1 abould be able to aaintain the ability to address that 

2 abould we ... that the iapact is unacceptable. 

3 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I basically agree with tbat. 

4 I think this is probably a subissue, aaybe even a saall 

5 subissue, when you look at what we had in our white 

6 paper the bigger question of should there be additional 

7 co.patition in the local network. And we basically aade 

8 the state.ent that yes, but you need to realize what the 

t i..,acts could be, and the Commission needs certain tools 

10 and certain flexibility as we transition through that. 

11 And, I think what you're basically saying is that this 

12 needa to be couched in those same terms. 

13 COIIIIISSIONER CLARI<: Yes . 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: If that's the way that we 

:15 want to try to address it, I can agree with that • 

. 16 COMKISSIONER CLARK: I haven't been very 

:17 eloquent, but I think we've discussed it adequately 

.18 then. 

1t CHAIRMAN DEASON: I think staff can be aucb 

20 aore eloquent when they write the order than we are 

21 sitting up hare, but I think you understand what we're 

22 trying to express. 

23 MS. CANZANO: You want to maintain your 

24 flexibility. 

25 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Right. And --
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COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I think all of the 

atuff that Ca.aiaaioner Clark was saying, reainding the 

public aa a whole and putting it in our docuaent that we 

are aware that this could put some upward pressure on 

local ratea. And I think as a Staff, as the 

legialature, aa the general body, as they read that, I 

think that'• one of our jobs, to remind thea that we're 

going into co.petition; this is a transitionary state, 

we'll be in a tranaitionary stage, and there are a lot 

on thing• that could happen and reminding thea of the 

preaaure on upward rates and reminding them of our 

local rates, and reainding them of our need to aaintain 

the ability to addreaa that issue. I don't know how, I 

don't know if it'• in pricing or what, but to addreaa 

tbat iaaue. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: I think, you know, we can•t 

ait here today and envision what's going to be happening 

tvo, three, five, ten years down the road, but I'a aure 

there'• going -- there ia going to be a proliferation of 

th .. e type bearing• that we're having right now. I 

think this could be going on for years. That's my own 

22 peraonal opinion. And that we just need the flexibility 

23 to look at the .. things aa they come up on a 

24 ca .. -by-ca .. baaia. 

25 IIR. HATCH: They have been going on since 
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1 1982. (Laughter) 

2 CHAIRMAN DEASON: If anything, the pace ha• 

3 quickened aore and aore as opposed to less and le•s. 

4 COIGIISSIONER CLARK: But I think it should be 

5 pointed out that the Staff has recommended, and I agree 

6 vitb it, that one of the ways to combat that ia to give 

7 flexibility to the LECa on their pricing. That aay not 

8 be enough. It aay be enough. 

t I .. an, I think one thing I'd like to aake 

10 clear ia by expanding interconnection, you aay have the 

11 effect of atiaulating the market and we may have a 

12 revenue i~ct. 

13 CHAIRMAN DEASON: It could be a win-win 

14 situation. It's possible. 

15 You .. ntioned flexibility not only to the 

16 co .. iaaion but to the LECs to address competition and 

17 ve•re going to addreas this in subsequent issuea. But 

18 ay diacussiona vith staff is one of the concerns I had 

19 ia about vhat type flexibility should be given, and, of 

.20 courae, Staff'• reco .. endation is just to have zone 

.21 density pricing at this point. And I was a little bit 

22 concerned about that, but they explained to me that that 

23 would be for ri9ht now1 that they envisioned the 

24 Co.aission having flexibility -- additional flexibility 

25 needs to be 9iven to the LECs, so that's something we 
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2 proceeding•, that gave me some comfort. 
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3 I think Staff, do you understand where we are 

4 on Iaaue 5? 

5 liS. CANZANO: Yes, we do. 

6 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay, good, because I tried 

7 to axpr••• that but aometimes it's difficult. 

8 KR. REITH: We'll run the language by you. 

9 COMMISSIONER CLARX: Okay. 

10 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Issue No. 6? 

11 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I love the way you worded 

12 thia iaaue, •we can, but it can't be implemented to the 

13 extant.• I can aove staff on Issue 6. 

14 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

15 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Show Issue 6 approved. 

16 Iaaua No. 7? 7 and 8 I think we discussed we 

17 aay want to take up together because depending on how we 

18 vote on Iaaua 8 could have an impact on Issue 7. 

19 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Yeah. I wa,_thinking 

20 we'd do Iaaue 8 first. 

21 KR. REITH: And in Issue 7, Ms. Canzano is 

22 reco .. ending if you all do vote in virtual collocation 

23 in a, then tbar•'• no reason to address 7. 

24 

25 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I'm prepared to •ova 8. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: Second. 
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CHAIRMAN DEASON: Show staff reco .. endation on 

2 Issue 8 is approved. That basically moots Issue 7, does 

3 it not? 

4 KR. REITH: Yes, sir. 

5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: So, no need for a vote at 

6 all. 

7 MS. CANZANO: There's no need. Issue 9 has 

I been stipulated as well as 10 and 11. Issue 12? 

9 MR. REITH: Issue 12 addresses reciprocal 

10 interconnection. 

11 Staff is recommending that the commission 

12 should not aandate reciprocal interconnection on behalf 

13 of the interconnectors and the AAVs, but we do 

14 definitely encourage it. And the parti~s, the AAVa in 

15 the docket, have stated that they would be willing to 

16 entertain reciprocal interconnection arrangeaenta on the 

17 .... basis that the LEC would allow them to interconnect 

18 with their network. 

19 The reason Staff is recommending those, we 

20 don't believe it's necessary to mandate, and also we 

21 have aoae concerns as to the size of the players. 

22 Reciprocal interconnection, you're talking 

23 ayaaetry and a decision on what you do to both aides of 

24 the players. But when you look at the market, it's not 

a5 really a symmetrical market. we allow the LEC to do --
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1 bave 91' .. t flexibility in the services they offer and 

2 bow they operate. We restrict AAVs by statute and it'a 

3 .y belief, and Staff's opinion, that it's not necessary 

4 to .anctate it. 

5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Commissioners, tbia ia one 

6 of tbe i••u.. that baa CJ i ven some concern to -. And 

7 I've bad a 4i.cusaion with Staff about thia yesterday. 

8 And first of all, I guess at a very superficial level it 

9 ju•t ..... intuitive that if you are qoinq to require it 

10 on one •ide, you require it on the other side. That's 

11 parity, tbat'• equality and that's fairness. 

12 Of course, Staff has brought up some other 

13 arguaents about the ability, the size of the 

14 participants and their negotiations, and it aay not be 

15 fair negotiations, and that this may be needed at this 

~6 point to further coapetition, and thinqs of that nature. 

17 And I can understand those arguments . 

18 But what we need to realize is that we're 

19 .. ndatift9 it. I queas we've taken that vote. We've 

20 said we're .. ndating that there will be collocation, 

21 ve•re aayinw it'• virtual, we're leaving it up to the 

22 LZC. If they vant to do it physical they have that 

23 optionr but they don't have the option to say, •No, we 

24 vant to negotiate and these are the terms . " We're 

25 saying, •You vill do it; you will do it, and we're 
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1 .andating virtual, but we're giving you the option of 

2 physical.• 

3 When ve get to the tariffs -- which is 

4 •oaething we're not going to be addressing today, we aay 

5 vet into eoae of the particulars -- but we • re aakiftCJ 

6 tbat .andate. 

7 Here, tor the reciprocity arguaent, we're not 

8 aaking any .andate at all, we're just saying, •well, we 

9 think it is a good idea and we would encourage it, but 

10 tbat•a it.• Then ay question is, are we ba•ically 

11 reveraing the tables to where then the non-LEes in this 

12 entire g ... , they have the upper hand, and they 

13 basically are better to negotiate . 

14 Nov, I know we have testimony and evidence in 

15 the record that basically says all the non-LEes, they 

16 would be foolish not to negotiate some type of agraa .. nt 

17 because they have the facilities and they basically 

18 would be just foregoing revenues that they would not 

19 othervi .. gat. I agree with that, that has a lot of 

20 intuitive appeal, also. 

21 But •Y concern is with the end-use custoaer. 

22 And I think there is some testimony in the record that 

23 says to the extent a LEC can collocate with a non-LEC 

24 and utilize tho .. facilities which, perhaps, in that 

25 particular ••t ot circumstances and those facts in that 
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1 iaolated case, that that would be a lesser coat option 

2 and aore efficient option, that's qood and everybody 

3 benefits froa that. 

4 I guess where I've coae down on this is that, 

5 inatead of juat aayinq we're just qoinq to encourage it, 

6 .. ybe we abould take it one step further and say that 

7 we're going to require it but the non-LEC has the option 

8 to abow why that is not appropriate, and they have to 

9 abow that to the Coaaission. 

10 Now, I know that we are basically inviting 

11 aore filinga and that sort of thing. But we have 

12 taatt.ony saying that they don't think that's qoing to 

13 happen; they think if someone comes to thea with a 

14 legitt.ate offer to utilize their facilities, that 

15 that'• revenues that they otherwise would not get and 

16 tbat th•Y are aore than willing to negotiate. 

17 I'd say that we would not only encourage it, 

18 we would require it but let the parties negotiate the 

19 taraa and conditions; and then, if there's a dispute, 

20 bring that to the Coaaisaion. That's what I'a a little 

21 bit aore co.fortable with. 

22 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: And what Staff is 

23 saying is, don't require it, but it there's a dispute, 

24 it will ca.e to us. You're saying, require it, and if 

25 there•• 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: You know, I think it'• 

2 aaybe it ia a diatinction without a difference. I juat 

3 tbink it ia one atep closer to -- it ia one atronger 

4 •tata.ent tban juat aaying •encourage.• 

5 KR. REITH: I would like to aake a couple of 

6 observations. Expanded interconnection, the purpo .. of 

7 it vaa to have a atart in opening up the LEC's 

8 bottleneck. AAVa, in order to get to the custo .. r baae 

9 tbat tbe LBC baa, they would have to construct 

10 aignificant facilitie•. central office is the 

11 aggregation point: so the view that came down or the way 

12 the FCC bad enviaioned it was that this is soaething 

13 needed to allow the AAV market to grow. 

14 Now ve•re turning the tables is what you're 

15 saying. so, one of the things I wrestle with is, ia a 

16 aandate needed froa the standpoint that a LEC cannot 

17 reach a cuato .. r? or, maybe add a broadband facility, 

18 poaaibly? They aay not have the facilities in the case: 

19 AAVa' certain buainesa customers. 

20 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But the LEC needs to have 

21 the option to look at various alternatives and say, 

22 •Thia ia the leaat-cost way to provide service.• We can 

23 avoid building a facility to serve an important cuatoaer 

24 but aaybe they only anticipate one customer in that area 

25 and there•• no need to build their own facilitiea . If 
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1 tbat•a tbe least-coat option, that's another win-win 

2 situation. 

3 MR. REITH: I agree when you, I agree with 

4 you. Like I Ay, tbaae are just observations, tbe 

5 tbinga that I wrestled with when I was going through 

6 tbia rec. 

7 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I understand what you're 

8 Aying, too, that the non-LEes, they're not the 
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9 bottlenecka. And that's what part of this whole process 

10 i•: In opening up coapetition, you've got to address 

11 that bottleneck. 

12 We're aaking concessions, we're unbottling to 

13 aa.e extent tbe bottleneck, and that benefits certain 

14 participants in tbia aarket. And I think that if they 

15 want that benefit, they should be willing to aake ao .. 

16 conceaaiona, too1 and I think they have some 

17 reaponaibilitiea if they•re going to be player• 

18 MR. REITH: Yea. 

19 CHAIRMAN DEASON: in this whole acheae of 

20 tbinga. And I juat think that is not a very burdenao .. 

21 reaponaibility to aay if there's a legitimate requeat 

.22 fro• tbe LBC to interconnect, you sha 11 • And you • re 

23 free to negotiate the terms and conditions and, 

24 hopefully, only one out of a thousand will reach the 

25 oa.ai••lon in a di•pute level. But I think they should 
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1 know they have a responsibility to look at that and to 

2 interconnect and only in some extreme circumstances 

3 would tbey not -- perhaps if it would jeopardize their 

4 own network or whatever. 

5 Of cour .. , that's some old AT'T arguaents froa 

6 long a9o, ri9ht? But if it would jeopardize their own 

7 network. But I think, even in the negotiation process, 

8 tba LIC8 would realize that if that is a true concern, 

9 they wouldn't push it any further . But I think they 

10 have a responsibility to interconnect. 

11 MR. REITH: I understand. 

12 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I just have a question. 

13 If ve aandate interconnection, is there a possibility 

14 that it can be used by the LECs for anticompetitive 

15 purpo .. a? I 9Uess ay concern was, could they buy up all 

16 the available interconnection and prevent the AAV froa 

17 co.petinq? 

18 MR. REITH: I have never thought of it froa 

19 that standpoint. But off the top of my head, if we're 

20 talking n89otiation, allowing them to negotiate as 

21 eo.aissioner Deason states --

22 OOMMXSSIONER CLARK: But if we mandate, I 

23 ... n, you still have to interconnect. 

24 MR. REITH: I would imagine there would be a 

25 dispute, and it would come to us. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Maybe I'm being overly 

2 cautioua, co .. iaaioners. 

3 COIOIISSIONER ClARK: No, I think you have 

4 articulated WhAt th• . .... "o iO h•. Am.l 1, you Jtnow, I 

5 gueaa --

6 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I mean, people that are 

7 going -- evan though we're going to more and more 
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8 co.petition, I atill think if somebody ia going to be a 

9 co~titor in thia aarket, not only are they going to 

10 get the benefit• of other competition but they're going 

11 to have acme responsibilities as well. I think thia ia 

.12 one ... 11 reaponaibility, and that is the LEC comes to 

13 th- and aaya, •we have customer XYZ over here and he or 

14 abe wanta tbia1 and instead of building our own 

15 facilitiea, it ia going to be a whole lot more 

.16 coat-effective if we can interconnect with you at this 

17 point and have you provide this part of the service.• 

'18 And I think 999 times out of 1, 000, the 

19 non-LECa are going to say, •Yeah, that is great, we will 

20 be happy to provide the service and negotiate a fair and 

21 reaaonable rate for that." But I think that if they 

22 know tbere•a a reaponaibility to do that then I think it 

23 ia going to facilitate those negotiations. 

24 MR. REITH: You may be correct in the 99t of 

25 the ti... Tbe only other observation I would like to 
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1 .aka ia, vban we allowed the AAVs in the aarket, we 

2 really, aa far •• reatrictin9 by the interpretation of 

3 the atatute of what they're allowed to do r we really 

4 didn't put a lot of teras and condition• on th .. on bow 

5 tbey abould operate because they are such a aaall 

6 ca.pany and they have such a small niche aarket. We 

7 cboae to be pretty flexible relative to what we required 

8 of tbe LBC. I believe that is the direction we're 

9 trying to 90 here also. 

10 OOMKISSIONER JOHNSON: We have to watch that, 

11 though, because the world is chan9in9. When they 

12 entered the aarket it aight have been a smaller niche 

13 aarkett but we have to be aware of that, as we start 

14 opening thing• aore and more, they're 9rowing, so that 

15 we have to be more concerned than we were before about a 

16 lot of the activitiea that were allowed or that weren't 

17 reviewed. 

18 MR. REITH: And decisions we make in other 

19 dockets, too. 

20 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON : Certainly. 

21 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Is there any analogy to 

.22 be drawn in this situation and what was done early on 

23 with respect to equal access? My recollection ia that 

24 one of the waya the equal access was implemented in 

25 Florida waa the EAEAs. And the thou9ht bein9, not only 
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1 abould the interexchange carriers have equal acceaa to 

2 cuato .. ra, customers should have equal acceaa to the 

3 interexchange carriers. 

4 Ia there a concern that there won't be -- and 

5 I gueaa in thia case it is more correct to aay 

6 nondiacriainatory access to everyone who wants to aake 

7 uae of the AAVa network? I guess maybe the analoqy ia 

I not appropriate because it is a different situation. 

9 But I think what the Chairman is indicating, do we have 

10 to do that to ensure the interconnectivity of networks? 

11 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And let me -- there ia one 

12 ca.plication to •Y suggestion and I realize that. And 

13 it waa brought out, I think in the record, by the cable 

14 coapaniea. It ia their position that we're preeapted 

15 froa ordering th .. to do any type of interconnection. 

16 KR. REITH: Yes, that is their position. And 

17 although we don't really have any support in the record 

18 to argue that, that was something that was raised in the 

19 brief. 

20 CHAIRMAN DEASON: so that, I remember reading 

21 it ao .. where --

22 

23 that. 

24 

KR. REITH: I kind of hesitate to addreaa 

CHAIRIIAN DEASON: It is just a legal .arguaent. 
~ 

25 Ia that ao .. thing we should be concerned with is that 
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1 abould be a reaaon not to require -- becauae ay 

2 8Q99 .. tion ia to require it but to allow full and open 

3 negotiation1 and then if there's a dispute, bring it to 

4 tbe Ca.aiaaion. 

5 KR. HATCH: That portion of the cable 

6 aa.pany•a operation that ia being used to provide AAV 

7 .. rvice aubject to your jurisdiction; I think you have a 

I tr.aandoua aaount of leverage and authority to aake thea 

9 interconnect under whatever terms and conditions you 

10 find in the public interest. The statute clearly 

11 definea it that way, so I don't think the preeaption 

12 iaaue ia that big of a problem. 

13 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Chairaan, I'a willing 

14 to aove Staff on this issue with the understanding that 

15 we are 90ing to watch the issue of interconnection; and 

16 that to the extent LECs believe that they are not --

17 tbey are being diacriainated against or the efficiency 

11 of tbe network ia affected, that they should bring it to 

19 our attention. I think both parties have an intereat in 

20 ... ing that thia works. And if they don't, they can 

21 co.e back here and we'll address it. 

22 I queaa I'• coaing at it from a standpoint of 

23 let•• do vbat ve need to do; avoid more overregulating; 

24 but if the aituation develops that we need to address. 

25 it, ve will. 
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1 COIDIISSIONER JOHNSON: I 'a going to second 

2 that for the .... reasons. And also, I think my 

3 inclination is to the extent and where we can let thea 

4 go and not aandate and see how this market is actually 

5 going to vork, I would like to have those exaaplea, 

6 thoee aadela. And to the extent that this isn't 

7 working, ve aay learn something from that, too, as 

8 opposed to the traditional aandate and then complain. 

9 Let's not aandate, let's free it up, and let's 

10 .. e how the parti .. act and react, and let's see whether 

11 or not there is a disparity and whether or not the 

12 parti .. are at equal bargaining positions. 

:13 CIIAIRIIAN DEASON: Would it be fair to say that 

14 if ve took that approach, that if a problem area 

15 developed, that ve subsequently could take a look at it: 

.16 and if ve felt it vas appropriate, we could at that 

.17 point iapl~t so- type of a requirement to --

18 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: That's how I was 

19 reading 

20 KR. REITH: Yea. And that's why I added that 

21 last .. ntenc:e on the reco-endation statement. If the 

22 dispute does arise, co .. see us. We need to know if 

23 this vorka or not. 

24 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Yeah. CoiDIDissioners, we 

25 have a .otion and a second. I would prefer taking it. 
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1 one atep further and requiring it and having disputes 

2 brought, but I don't feel so strongly about it at this 

3 point because we really don't know how this is going to 

4 work. A lot of tbe evidence we have is that the 

5 non-LBC• in thi• particular aarket are going to be 

6 welcoaing any offer• by the LECs to utilize their 

7 facilitie•. And I hope that is the case and that we're 

8 not going to bave probl .. areas; and with the 

9 under•tanding tbat if problems do develop. we can look 

10 at it •ubaequently, I'• willing to go along with the 

11 aotion and the •econd. So show that staff's 

12 recoaaandation ia approved. 

13 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: And again, 

14 Kr. Cbalraan, I found coafort in that language that 

15 Staff provided tbat if a dispute arises, that we have 

16 tbe opportunity to review those requests to interconnect 

17 on a ca•e-by-caae baaia. 

18 COMMISSIONER CLARK: And I think it should be 

19 .ada clear in the order -- which I think it will, based 

20 on tbe recoaaendation -- that this is to address the 

21 asyaaetry in tbe aarket. That at some point, we may not 

22 aandate interconnection for anyone. 

23 MR. REITH: Or we may want to revisit and 

24 rever ... 

25 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Yeah. I mean the 
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1 
.,-

direction we want to go in is less regulation; and to 

2 tbe extent the aarket works, that regulation ia 

3 unneeded. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. That addreaaea 

5 Iaaue 12. Iaaue 13 is stipulated, and that brings us to 

7 KR. CHASE: Commissioners, Issue 14 addresses 

8 the question, •should all switched access providers be 

9 required to file tariffs?" And this goes back a lot to 

10 Iaaue 121 it ia very related to that. Because if you 

11 don't order reciprocal interconnection, then staff says 

12 it doean•t aake sense to make everybody file tariffs, 

13 all non-LEC and LEC entities or switched access 

14 transport. 

15 But using some of the same caveats in that 

16 Staff analy•i•, we talke~ about that at this time, due 

17 to the cuato .. r of switched access transport are the 

18 IXCa and they are very knowledgeable of the •arket. so, 

19 if the AAVa are not filing tariffs, then the IXCs --

20 they can't really, you know, pull a fast one on the 

21 AAV/IXCa because they know what the rates are and what 

22 the conditions are . 

23 But that is at this time. And so if over tiae 

24 we find there's a proble• either way, that if the AAVa 

25 are able to hurt the LECa, then we can come back and 
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1 aayba want to t.poae ao .. type of tariffing requir ... nt 

2 on the AAVa. But if -- and then, on the other hand, if 

3 ve find tbat it ia working, we ~~ay want to lrAlaen the 

4 tariffinw requir ... nta on the LECa. But we're juat 

5 aaylnQ at the atart, at thla t laau, lhal lt 1• really not 

6 neceaaary to order the AAVa to file tariffs for switched 

7 acoeaa tranaport. 

8 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Wa don't require AAVa to 

9 file any tariffa currently? 

10 JIR. CHASE: No. 

11 MR. REITH: No ma'am, we don't. 

12 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Let me ask a question 

13 with rupect to if we approve zone density pricincJ. 

14 Doe a tbat -t -- tbat .. ana within a zone, they have 

15 aa.e flexibility in how to price it? or just ia it 

16 flexibility within a zone or between zones? 

17 

18 then --

19 

JIR. REITH: It would be within a zone and 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: It would be a unifora price 

20 within a •one. They cannot give a customer-specific 

21 rate. They have to give the same rate to every cuatoaer 

22 that ca.ea that ia within that zone. Right? 

23 MR. REITH: Yea. And I'm hesitating because 

24 we don't have exact, precise plana in front of us. That 

25 ia bow we enviaion it. 
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1 COMMISSIONER CLARK: So their pricing ia going 

2 to be Jcnown? 

3 KR. RIITH: I want to say that you also can 

4 entertain the ,a.aibility of a band that they can 

5 operate within. So to aay their price ia known, I don't 

6 vant to 90 tbat far1 but you could aay you know that 

7 tbey are allowed to operate within maybe 10' of the 

8 tariff rate within that zone. That ia another 

9 poaaibility that we can go. 

10 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But I quess my concern, •Y 

11 question that coaea back -- and I know the participants 

12 are not equal at this point 

13 KR. RIITH: Yea. 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: -- but is it an unfair 

15 advantage for the non-LECa to not have a tariff when 

16 we•re requiring tbe LECa to have a tariff if we want the 

17 two to co.pete? 

18 MR. RIITH: I believe something that we could 

19 draw on ia the tariffs that are filed today in the IXC 

20 aarkat. Tboae are there and they use them to check up 

21 on each other. So, it could be an advantage or a 

22 disadvantage, depending on your point of view. 

23 I understand what you are saying, and the LECa 

24 would be going out there not knowing what the AAVa are 

25 cbar9ing; and the AAVa could look in the tariff and aay, 
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1 •a.y, tbi• i• your tariff rate . " 

2 But on the flip side and we are not 

3 r~nding tbia for aw itched access, bl~t in the 

4 dedicated tranaport and the dedicated pieces of the LECa 

5 have CSAa, ao they are allowed to addresa the 

6 flax~ility. So they can deviate from their tariff 

1 alao. But again, ve are not 

• CHAIRMAN DEASON: The LECs do have CSAa on the 

9 local tranaport? 

10 KR. REITH: They have it for dedicated 

11 faciliti••· We're not recommendinq that for local 

12 tranaport, vbich we're sayinq is switched access 

13 transport. 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: You just 
,.. 

15 MR. REITH: I'• sorry -- I shouldn't have 

16 brought that up. Go ahead. 

17 MS. NORTON: There's no contract service 

18 arrang ... nt authority on switched access at all today. 

19 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Riqht. It is your 

20 reco..endation that there not be. You're not 

21 reco.aending that that flexibility be given to the LECa. 

22 The flexibility you're recoaaendinq is the zone denaity 

23 pricing. 

24 

25 

MS. MARSH: That • s correct. 

MR. REITH: Yes. 
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KR. D'HAESELEER: Commissioners, again this is 

2 kind of philosophical: Do we want to treat all the 

3 players the .... or is there a dominant grcup or one 

4 that we treat differently from the others? 

5 I think historically in the competitive .. rket 

6 we haven't treated thea all alike. We have treated the 

7 doainant players differently than the other ones. 

I I would argue, you know, if you were to ask 

9 .. , •Do we need tariffs for all the LECs?" My answer 

10 would be no. other ones probably would say yea, it is a 

11 aatter of conv~ience. But if we're really truly after 

12 reducing the ..aunt of regulation and letting the 

13 .. rkets work, I think we have to be more flexible than 

14 we have traditionally, and we need to have few 

15 conatraints or reatraints and let's see if this thing 

16 vorka. And if it doesn't, I think we have the tools and 

17 the regulatory atatutory authority to make changes. 

18 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Well , let me ask a 

19 queation about, it seems to me one of the things that, I 

20 don't know, people advance is -- economic theory with 

21 r .. pect to co.petitive aarketa, is there be inforaation 

22 about the product and the price of the product. You 

23 need to know tho.. things in order to make the right 

24 econoaic cboicea. 

25 MR. D'HAESELEER: customers can call and find 
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1 out, y ... 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Well, wait a minute. Let 

3 .. -- in this caae, one of the rationales for not 

4 requiring the filing is the people who are going to be 

5 purcbasinq this service are sophisticated 

6 teleca..unicationa coapanies not an end user. I guess 

7 that does address the customer. My question is, with 

8 respect to the tariffs we have required of other 

9 providers other than the LECs, do we require tariffs 

10 wben you bave an end-use customer such as MCI has to 

11 file their tariffs so that we can be assured that when a 

12 customer calls and says, "This is my bill and this is 

13 what I bave been charged," we can look at the tariff and 

14 aake sure that the coapany is delivering the quality of 

15 service at the price they committed to? Is that not a 

16 concern in this case, because the customer is just 

17 buying a wholesale service to resell to end users? 

18 MR. D'HAESELEER: I think yes, the players are 

19 different, or ~e consumers. 

20 You aake an interesting point. And that is, 

21 what is our role in a competitive market, and is it 

22 really to .. e that nobody is being cheated? or if there 

23 is a coaplaint, you know, should we resolve it? 

24 I don't know. That is debatable. In 

25 ca.petitive aarkets, if you don't like one provider, you 
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1 CJO to another one. 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Well, I do think that we 

3 have to protect the public interests in the sense of 

4 aaking aure that the information customers have is 

5 accurate. And when they buy a service that, in fact, 

6 the teleaa.aunicationa companies, which is allowed to 

7 operate if it is in the public interest, is in fact 

8 deliverinCJ that .. rvice. It is not -- it is because of 

9 the nature of the service that that sort of burden, 

10 extra burden, is there, in ay opinion. 

11 My question is, do we have any tariffs -- have 

12 we required tariffs to be filed when it is -- I guess 

13 I'a going to refer to it as a wholesale service, a 

14 .. rvice that ia only bought by another 

15 teleco .. unications service provider? 

16 MS. KARSH: We have a rule that says a minor 

17 interexcbange coapany, which is everybody except AT,T, 

18 aay enter into contracts with other telecommunications 

19 co-.paniea for the provision of service. So when it is a 

20 telephone company buying from a minor interexchanqe 

21 coapany, we do not require tariffs in our rules today. 

22 Do you underatand what I'm saying? 

23 COMMISSIONER CLARK: No, you didn't answer ay 

24 question. Are there any tariffs that it is a 

25 company-to-ca.pany where we do require tariffs? 
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KR. CHASE: Switched access tariffs. 

UNIDIMTIFIED SPEAKER: Switched acceaa. 

3 KR. BATCH: Yes, aa•aa, there are. For 

4 e:x•aple 

5 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Well, I guess I should 

6 clarify that. Other than a LEC? 

7 KR. BATCH: Yea ma'am. For example, AT'T 

66 

8 aoftvare-dafined network tariffs, that's bought boL~ by 

9 end u .. r. and by IXC resellers . The IXC reseller aay 

10 aubacribe to SDN itaelf and that would be pursuant to 

11 tariff. Nov, it can be pursuant to contract but nothing 

12 atop• thea fraa aigning up --

13 COIDIISSIONER CLARK: Let me be more apecific. 

14 other than vbat vaa the dominant carrier. 

15 KR. IIA'I'al: 'l'he same thing happens with MCI in 

16 Pri•• and ao.e of their services as well. 

17 MS . BUTLER: You're saying, do we mandate any 

18 nondaainant carrier to tariff a service? 

. 19 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Tariff a service which is 

20 atrictly a wholesale service. 

21 MS. BUTLER: A wholesale service. I can't 

22 recall that ve do. 

23 

24 

MR. HATCH: No. I don't recall any. 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: Let me switch gears a 

25 little. There i• always the possibility of predatory 
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1 pricing by an alternative access provider, assuainq it 

2 baa the financial wherewithal to consistently underprice 

3 tbeir .. rvice and take the entire business away froa the 

4 That's an anticompetitive 

5 activity on tbeir part. It benefits the custo-rs, 

6 tbey're not goinCJ to coaplain. How is the local 

7 excbange co.pany going to know that is qoinq on until 

a it's too late? 

9 lilt. CHASE: That is what I was talking about, 

10 tbat if tbat is bappening, the LEC can come to us and 

11 ask. But you know, how do they know 

12 COIMJSSIONER CLARK: Until it is too late? 

13 Tbey just find that all their switched access, everybody 

14 is going el .. vbere to get it. I suppose there are 

15 long-tera contracts. 

16 You know, I just, I see it as a tool to ensure 

17 fair ca.petitionJ and it is not just a tool for the 

18 cuata.er to price shop, it is also a tool to deter.ine 

19 antico.petitive activities on the part of another 

20 supplier. 

21 But aaybe -- I mean, there are plenty of 

22 aarkets that don't do that. You know, you don't have to 

23 tell in the purely competitive market, you know, you can 

24 give so-body a 9ood deal if you choose to. But we need 

25 to ensure nondiscriminatory 
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MS. BUTLER: I think that the difference •aybe 

2 here ia that you look at who you are dealing with, with 

3 the AAVa and the other companies. They are operating in 

4 a co.petitive environment . Every place they operate ia 

5 co.petitive. They have no place that they can go to 

6 aubaidi&e their aervice. The difference between thea 

7 and the local exchange company is that the LEC baa got 

8 other .onopoly aervices that ostensibly -- what we worry 

9 about ia whether or not they are subsidizing their 

10 co~titive operations with their monopoly custo•era. 

11 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I'm not suggesting that 

12 they could do it long term, but they could do it abort 

13 tara for long enough to get the business and they have 

14 the buaineaa. 

15 MS. BUTLER: But then they can't live if they 

16 do that. They have no place to qo to qet that •oney 

17 fraa that they've given away. And that's where I aee 

18 the difference. 

19 They can do it on an individual customer 

20 baaia, but they can't do it everywhere. They can•t· do 

21 it all over. 

22 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I think they can. They 

23 can't auatain it. And you're saying if they can't 

24 auatain it, they won't do it. 

25 MS. BUTLER: Then they won't do it. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But your recommendation ia 

2 not to let the LIC do it on an individual custo .. r 

3 baaia. 

4 liS. BUTLER: Not now. 
4 

5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And maybe thJ-11 ia an absurd 

6 exa.ple, and I'• good at making absurd examples. But, 

7 you know, it's like K-Mart and Wal-Mart. If Wal-Mart 

8 baa to -- if they put out an advertisement and that'• 

9 their flier, and those are the prices, that they can't 

10 charge .ore or less than what's in there, well, you 

11 know, all K-Kart baa got to do i s say , "Bring in your 

12 Wal-Kart flier, and I'll charge you penny less,• or 1.0 

13 cent• or whatever, •than what Wal-Mart•s price is.• And 

14 they can't .. et that because they have got a tariffed 

15 rate that aaya whatever they print in the their flier, 

16 that'• it; they can't deviate from that . And K-Mart 

17 knova every week what prices they are going to charge 

18 becauae that co .. a out. 

19 What I'• saying is that it appears to •e --

20 and I know that the non-LEes are the nondominant players 

21 in thia .. rket, but all they have to do is go to a 

22 cuatoaer, and aay, •All right. You've got the LEC over 

23 there, here ia their published rate, it's right here, 

24 it'• on file with the PSC. We're going to beat it every 

25 ti... So any ti .. you need any service, you just coae 
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1 to ua.• How ia the LEC going to compete againat that? 

2 Becauae you're aaying don't give them contract aervice 

3 arranq...ata. HOw are they going to compete? 

4 MS. BUTLER: I guess -- it's not happening 

5 today in the aarketa in special access. I don't believe 

6 that the LECa are keeping all the special acceaa 

7 cuata.era tbat they have today at tariffed ratea, 

8 becauae there are very few contract service arrang ... nta 

9 today for aervicea for which we allow contract aervice 

10 arrang..anta, ao there are a lot of customers that atay 

11 vith the local exchange company despite the fact that 

12 there are 

13 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Only those customer• to 

14 vbere it'• not -- where the LEC -- the non-LECa don't 

15 bava a coat advantage. Apparently they cannot provide 

16 tbe aervice at a leaaer -- because if they can provide 

17 it at a leaaer coat and still get a contribution, why 

18 don't they undercut the LEC's rate and get the cuatoaer? 

19 MS. BUTLER: Because I think there are a lot 

20 of conaiderationa other than cost that go into 

21 cuato .. ra• deciaiona on who they are going to uae for 

22 their aervice. That would be the easy answer on that 

23 one. 

24 But we look at this -- at least I do, ayself, 

25 aa today we have theae very small companies, and they 
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1 are atarting, juat beginning to compete in aarketa that 

2 are doainatect by very large companies. And if your goal 

3 ia that you want aore competition to occur, the result 

4 of tbat will be that the very large coapanies are not 

5 90ift9 to bave aa.e of the business that they did today, 

6 and that abould be good. You should want that. Because 

7 tbat'a vbat co.petition is all about. 

8 CHAIRMAN DEASON: What competition is about is 

9 the person that can provide the best service, the aoat 

10 reliable .. rvice, the •oat innovative service at the 

11 least price, a .. uaing they are not going to price 

12 anything below coat --

13 

14 

MS. BUTLER: At the least cost. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: No, the least price. 

15 Because if they can as long as they don't price below 

16 coat, becauae price is the thing to the customer, and if 

17 aa.ebody can be aore efficient and have superlow coat 

18 and the price only be a little bit less than their 

19 co.petitor and they make superprofits, that's what 

20 ca.petition ia all about. sure, you do it that way. 

21 118. BUTLER: That's true, except if that 

22 occura, if ao.ebody co••• into the market and they can 

23 do it with a lower coat than anyone else, but they don't 

24 increaae their price --

25 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Than prices are driven 
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1 tovarda everybody'• coat. And to the point where your 

2 price• reach coat and you atill can't be competitive, 

3 you get out of the buaine••· 

4 MS. BUTLBR: I agr... But the incident you • re 

5 talking about ia vbere ao.ebody coaea in and they can 

6 provide it at a lover coat but they don't lower their 

7 price, then I would aay to you if there's that great of 

8 a urgin between coat and price, that profit in there, 

9 aaaebody el.. ia going to coae in and 

10 CHAIRMAN DIASON: Sure, that's the competitive 

11 .adel . 

12 MS. BUTLER: -- be able to offer that low cost 

13 at a lover price and put that quy out. 

14 CHAXRMAN DEASON: You're right. And in the 

15 long tera, pricea are going to be driven towards cost 

16 and there•• going to be coapetition on everybody to get 

17 their coats down. And that's what we want to encourage, 

18 ia we want tbe buaine•• to go to the provider that can 

19 do it aoat efficiently and provide the service that the 

20 cuatcmer vanta. That'• the aodel that we want. I aean, 

21 that'• the coapetitive aodel, right? .. ~ 
22 Now, the queation is having one party to that 

23 file tariff• and be reatricted by that and have another 

24 party not, is that going to facilitate the competitive 

25 .adel working to where cuato .. r• are going to get the 
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1 .. rvica they want at the lowest price, coat, whatever 

2 you want to call it? And I think what Staff ia aayinq 

3 ia you don•t have a concern in thia aituation. 

4 MS. BUTLER: I think what we're aayinq ia that 

5 ve•re not 90ing to juap into this tbinq and have a full 

6 blown aa.petitive aarket to start out with. It'• not 

7 90inq to work like that. And we believe that it will 

8 becaae .ore co.petitive. And as that occurs, it will 

9 aake sanae to allow the LECs more flexibility then. But 

10 tor starters ve think that zone density pricing is 

11 adequate. 

12 ~SSIONER CLARK: Let me ask a question. 

13 It ..... to .. that Centel suqqests that nondoainant 

14 providers still have to file tariffs at the FCC level 

15 but it•a str..-lined; ia that correct? 

16 IIR. CHASE: Yea. 

17 COIOliSSIONER CLARK: What was the FCC's 

18 rationale tor doing that? 

19 I guess the thouqht beinq as lonq as we're 

20 airrorinq PCC on everythinq else, why don't we do it on 

21 the tariffing? If they just have streamlined procedures 

22 in the .... way that the FCC ia doinq it. 

23 MR. HATCH: Comaiaaioner Clark, I'm not aure 

24 what POC has done in teras of their process. But we 

25 have also 90t 364.05, which are basic tariff filinqa 
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1 atatutea that you•re going to have to cope with in teras 

a or at.reaa11n1nQ any klnll• or t.aalrra. 

3 OOIDIISSIONER CIARJC: What? 

4 KR. HATCH: 364.05. It'• your tariff atatute 

5 that .. Y• you have got to file 60 days, da, da, da. For 

6 good cauae ahovn, you can suspend or limit the 60 days. 

7 COMKISSIONER CIARJC: Can't we exeapt people 

a fro• thet require .. nt? 

9 IIR. HATCH: Maybe. 

10 OOMKISSIONER CLARK: I thought we could iapoae 

11 different regulations. 

12 MR. HATCH: We can, but you've got to go all 

13 the way through a proceeding to do that, and you have 

14 not done that yet. 

15 COIOI18810NER CLAHI<: I'm imposing different 

16 regulations on the nondominant carrier, not the LEC. 

17 IIR. HATCH: Their IXCs, they are okay. The 

18 atreaaline proceeding for the AAVs is not a problea. 

19 Tbat'a the IXCa --

20 COMMISSIONER CLARK: That's what I'a talking 

21 about, because that's the ones we're talking --

22 I gueas 

23 MR. HATCH: You were saying LECa, and that'• 

24 why perhapa I juaped in, and I'm confused. 

25 COMMISSIONER CLARK: United and Centel'a 
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1 poaition ia that they should be required to file it, and 

2 they point out that nondominant provider• have aore 

3 a~reaalined tariffing procedures before the FCC but they 

4 IIUat tariff no.netheless. What's wrong with following 

5 vba~ they are doing? 

6 MR. CHASE: The difference is that the FCC 

7 require• AAVa to file tariffs -- to file tariffa. Thia 

8 ia talking about awitched access tranaport, and thia 

9 Ca.aiaaion doea not require AAVs to file tariff• in the 

10 fin~ place fo·r anything else, so we • re di fferinCJ froa 

11 tha froa the atart. 

12 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I need for you all to 

13 back up. I think you might have done it in your 

14 introduction and I waa reading something else. But 

15 there vere two point• in the analysis; one was you 

16 cl .. rly linked. Iaaue 12 with this issue in saying that 

17 if -- vbere vaa that -- if we decided th~t reciprocal 

18 interconnection ia not required, then there's no need 

19 for the tariff filinCJ. I need someone to explain to ae 

20 hov because I vaa being a little -- I had one opinion 

21 on one and another opinion on the other, and I need for 

22 you to explain to ae again how these two are tied 

23 tOCJether and how it doe•n't make sens@ to hn•nk tta•• up. 

24 MR. CHASK a okoy. Let's take, for example, if 

25 in thia iaaue you decided to require the AAVs to file 
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1 tariffs, that ·would essentially be ordering reciprocal 

2 interconnection in the other issue. Because by filing 

3 tbe tariff for acoe•• tran•port, the AAV would have to 

4 offer to •tailarly •ituated people the same teras and 

5 ·condition., and ao tbat'• why we're saying that they are 

6 linked. 

7 ~SSIONBR CLARK: Well, I guess I saw it 

8 differently because it seemed to ae mandating the offer 

9 is one thing, but Aying you can do it, but if you do 

10 it, it's pur•uant to tariff is something else. 

11 MS. BUTLER: It is, but we're looking at it 

12 backwards. If you don't aandate it, you shouldn't 

13 require tariffs because tariffs are, by implication, a 

14 .andate. once I have a tariff on , then I say, wi•a 

15 going to do thi•; I have to do this. I have to offer 

16 this -rvice to everybody. w 

17 COIIIIISSIONER CLARK: I guess the distinction 

18 you're aaking is they can do it on a contract basis now; 

19 they can offer it to only one entity if they chose to. 

20 By filing a tariff they would have to do it for •ore, 

21 anybody that co .. • in. And assuming they have the 

22 physical ability to do it, they would havo to do it. 

23 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And I guess that strikes 

24 I undar.tand the a~nta. I can see both sides, but 

25 that really is one of •Y biggest concerns is that we're 
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1 90ing to coapetition, and the non-LECa, AAVa, they can 

2 •it down with a specific customer and they can tailor 

3 .a.ething. And the LECs are not going to -- under your 

4 ~tion, the LECs are not going to have that 

5 opportunity. There•• going to be a filed tariff, and 

6 tbey can differentiate within zones, but if a cuato .. r 

7 i• in that &one, each and every customer is entitled to 

1 that rate and there's an obligation to serve. Now, I 

9 know we're talking about sophisticated customers and all 

10 of that. 

11 But that aeeas to me to be -- I don't know, 

12 it'• not equal, and aaybe it shouldn't be, and part of 

13 your a~t i• that the LECs are the dominant and they 

14 are tbe one• vbo have the nonmonopoly, and they are the 

15 one• tbat have tbe ability perhaps to subsidize, but we 

16 bave CSAa in other areas, and I know CSAs are not a 

17 cure-all, but ve have requirements and obviously they 

18 cannot negotiate a contract that's going to be below 

19 their coat. That certainly would be anticompetitive, 

20 and tbat, by definition, would result in some 

21 •~idi&ation .o..vbere alae, and we don't want that as 

22 well. But, you know, ve want competition, but I don't 

23 want a participant to 90 into the competition with one 

24 hand tied behind their back. 

25 OONM7SSIONER JOHNSON: In a way I think you're 
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1 right, in that ve aren't treating everyone equally aa ve 

2 go into co.petition but there's alaost no vay to avoid 

3 it. To .. , the vay that the systea ia aet up now, there 
. 

4 are often opportunities or situations where the LECa now 

5 have an advantage. And as I read this, it ia in •Y 

6 opinion Staff'• att .. pt to kind of push ua into a .ore 

7 oo.petitive .. rket and, indeed, it does give the AAVa 

8 the edge becauae ve vant aore competitors. And it looka 

t aa if, to .a.e extent, aomething like this may encourage 

10 .ore .. rket growth for the AAVs. I don't know if that•• 

11 bad. 

12 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Well , let me ask this 

13 qu .. tion: If ve•re convinced the AAVs should not file 

14 tariffa and there•• a lot of argument for that, and ve 

15 don•t have a requir ... nt to file tariffs or anything 

16 el .. now, vbat ia the overriding public policy that say• 

17 that the LBCs abould file tariffs? They are just filing 

18 tariffa for aopbiaticated customers as well. What•• to 

1t be gained by requiring -- if we want some symmetry here, 

20 vby not not require tariffs by anyone? 

21 KR. BATCH: currently, the statute requires 

22 the LBCa to file tariffs. 

23 CHAIRMAN DEASON: We'd have to make a finding 

24 that it's a co•petitive --

25 KR. BATCH: Under 338. In fact, we brought a 
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1 r~ndation to you not too long ago dealing with 

2 private line •pacifically, and the decision wa• that 

3 it'• not effectively competitive in part becau•e of the 

4 affiliate re•trictions. so until you have a fully 

5 ca.petitive aarket, then you cannot change that 

6 regulatory •cb ... to that extent. 

7 OOMKISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Chairaan, I'a going 

8 to aove Staff but with the same understanding with 

9 rupect to i••ue --

10 MS. BUTLER: Is it Issue 12? 

11 CHAimiAN DEASON: 12? 

12 COIDIISSIONER CLARK: Yeah. 
.. ·-It seems to ae 

13 that the direction we want to go in is less tariffs, not 

14 JIOre. And that we should revisit this if and when there 

15 i• a change with respect to the law on AAVs. 

16 COIDIISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

17 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Would revisit what? 

18 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Filing of tariffs. 

19 CHAIRMAN DEASON: That the LECs would be 

20 required to file tariffs? This specific issue is 

21 dealing with whether AAVa should file tariffs. 

22 COIOI'ISSIONER CLARK: Yeah, and I guess the 

23 whole notion of who should file tariffs would be 

24 revisited. 

25 IIR. CIWSE: Right. 
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2 acenarioa, you continue to do it the way you do it, 

3 .verybody fil .. it or nobody files it. 

4 JIR. ,CHASE: Exactly. 
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5 CHAIRMAN DEASON: That is the motion. Moved 

' and ..condect. 

1 I'a 90ing to -- here again, I'• kind of torn 

8 on thia iaaue. I can aee both sides of the arquaent. 

9 I'a 90ing to vote with the majority to approve Staff'• 

10 reca..andation, but I'• qoing to need some really 

11 .. rioua convincing by Staff given that's the arrange .. nt 

12 vby we abould not have CSAs to allow the LECs to deviate 

13 froa a atatecl tariff if they need to do so in response 

14 to ca.petition. And with that, we're going to take ten 

15 ainutea. 

16 (Brief recess) 

17 - - -

18 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I call the agenda back to 

19 order. We're on Iaaue 11. 

20 COMKISSIONER CLARK: I move Staff. 

21 CHAIRMAN DEASON: We have a motion to approve 

22 Staff. Is there soaeth i n<J y o u num J to chang"? 

23 KR. DREW: There's one correction. In the rec 

24 atate.ent, it saya that they should file tariffs that 

25 W•irror the FCC aa Of January 1, 1994," that ShOUld be 
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1 '95. 

2 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Move Starr. 

3 COIDIISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

4 CIIAIRIIAJI DEASON: Moved and seconded. Show 

5 Staff'• r~tion is approved on 17. I believe 11 

6 ia vbere we get to talk about flexbilitiea and CSAa and 

7 all tbat aort of thing. 

8 liS. :IIARSH: Yes, air, it is. This issue 

9 addreaaea whether the LECa should be granted additional 

10 pricing flexibility for switched access services. The 

11 partiea bave aU99ested three types of pricing 

12 flexibility, aone density pricing, contractual servicing 

13 arran;..anta, and a plan called a switched access 

14 discount plan. Staff baa recommended that zone density 

15 pricing be approved but that the other forms of pricing 

16 flexibility not be approved at this time. 

17 The baais for the analysis was very aucb 

18 hinged upon whether or not there would be competition. 

19 The LECs aade very strong arguments that if there was 

20 ca.petition, they needed pricing flexibility in order to 

21 ca.pete and in order to retain revenue . 

22 But there•• been general agreement throughout 

23 thia rec that there won't be competition under this 

24 scenario today, and that was the main basis for the 

25 deciaion. 
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1 The pricing flexibility, the zone density 

2 pricing portion of it, does have some basis in coat. 

3 Tba baaia of it is spread across the different central 

4 officu ba..S upon the density of traffic in those 

5 officaa. So there is some cost basis for those. And 

6 that vas the reason for our recommendation. 

7 Tba contractual service arrangements, on the 

8 otbar band, at.ply allow the parties to negotiate a 

9 price vitbout necessarily any basis other than that it 

10 not go below coat. 

11 In the Phase I portion, it is important to 

12 nota there vaa already CSA authority for special access 

13 .. rvicea bacauaa there vas already competition. In 

14 order to utili&a the CSA, the LEC aust demonstrate or 

15 the party co.ing to the LEC for the CSA must de•onatrate 

16 they bava a coapatltlve offer f r om someone else before 

17 the LIC can extend to the• a contract service 

18 arrang..ant and navotiata a price, and I think that's 

19 really kay to understanding why staff can not reco ... nd 

20 it. Wbo would extend that offer if the the AAVa can not 

21 coapata. So ve didn't believe there was a necessity for 

22 CSA authority at this ti••· 

23 Tba .... kind of logic followed into the 

24 avitobad accaaa discount plan. Again, who would 
, . 

25 coapata? What is the need? There was no cost ba?-i& 
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1 d..onatrated, tbe LBCa couldn't say what the rates would 

2 be. Tbe tariffs filed were illustrative only. There 

3 were no rates, no dollars, and they couldn't ~ven answer 

4 bow they would derive the rates . 

5 Baaed on all of the information in the record, 

6 ve believe it is aiaply a little too auch too soon, it 

7 juat is not needed at this time, and so that was the 

8 basis for our reco.aendation. 

9 CHAIRMAN DEASON: So, your basis of the 

10 reco.aendation on the CSAa is that it is not needed? 

11 MS. MARSH: That's correc t . Because without 

12 being able to abow tbat there is a competitive offer 

13 could not use it anyway. That's 

14 vbat this coaaiaaion requires in other services that 

15 bave CSA authority. 

16 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But it is the general 

17 conaenaua tbat at aoae point that competition is going 

11 to develop, vby should we go into this exercise? We all 

19 bave better things we could be doing, right? 

20 MS. KARSH: That•• correct. And if you 

21 believed you wanted to 90 ahead and approve it now, you 

22 know, ... ing tbat caaing down the road, you could do 

23 that. But you don't knov, •• with previous discussions 

24 about other issues, you don't know what fora it is goin9 

25 to take, vbat oversight you may have , or what you aay 
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3 CIIAIIUIAN DEASON: The biggest problea that I 

4 bave i• vith -- I agree with the zone density pricing, I 

5 think that it ia a atep in the right direction. It doea 

6 allow aa.e flexibility to help move rates cloaer to 

7 coat. And I know Staff think• it can be done on a 

8 nondiacrillinatory ba•i•, but that • s part of the problea 

9 ia that I don•t vant diacriainatory rates, either, but 

10 at the .... ti .. , every customer within that zone get• 

11 that rate -- nothing higher, nothing lower. 

12 And that reatriction is not on the AAVs. We 

13 have already decided they don't even have to file 

14 tariffa, period. They're the ones that are free to go 

15 out and fully co.pete, aaauaing that the law is changed 

16 for thea to offer the full array of services which they 

17 would vant to offer. And I just don't see how the LEC 

18 ia 90ing to be able to coapete with that if they do not 

19 have the ability to look at a customer-specific rate. 

20 And ve all realize that, when we use the tara 

21 •cu•taaer• for theH type of services, you're not 

22 talking about thouaanda of customers, you're talking 

23 about aaae rather large, sophisticated customers out 

24 there vbo knov the aarket. And if the LECs are not able 

25 to try to addr .. • that competition, I just don't think 
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1 you're going to have the type competition that you want. 

2 You're not going to drive costa -- I .. an, 

3 you're not going to drive prices to cost that you could 

4 othervi.. achieve if you did have that balanced 

5 ca.petition. And that'• where the ultimate end-use 

6 cuata.er benefits, the person actually making the 

7 telepbone call, ia if those prices are driven toward• 

a coat and that there ia competition so costs are 

9 ainiaized aa well. That's what my concern is. 

10 liS. MARSH: Right. And I agree with your 

.11 concern. My analysis hinged on whether there vas 

.12 ca.petition nov. I wasn't saying, "No, never.• I vas 

13 aayinq, •Ho, not right now.• I think what is contained 

14 in the reco.aendation statement says they should not be 

.15 approved at thia ti ... 

16 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Chairman, I'm 

17 prepared to aove Staff on this issue. And I think it 

18 ahould be aade clear that this is one of the additional 

19 flexibilitiea we aay use: and if a local exchange 

20 coapany feels it needs the ability to do something like 

21 a CSA or ao .. thing like that, it can file a tariff, 

22 particularly if and when the change is made to the law 

23 with respect to AAVa. 

24 With that understanding, I move Issue 18. 

25 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Let me ask the question. 

2 You're .. ying that va•ra aaking the decision that the 

3 ~ abould not be allowed any additional pricing 

4 flexibility' tbat if they want or need additional 

5 pricing flexibility and can demonstrate that to the 

6 .. tiafaction of tbe co .. iaaion, all they have to do ia 

7 

8 

file a tariff and aake that ahowing and then you would 

be inclined to grant tbaa that authority? 

9 ~SSIOHER CLARK: Yeah# depending on the 

10 aboving. But I would anticipate it would be after ao .. 

11 cbange ia .. de witb reapact to providing access to 

12 nonaffiliated ccmpani-. But if the --

13 CHAXRMAN DEASON: So you're saying given the 

14 atatua quo, tbar•'• going to be a prohibition againat 

15 tbe CSAa for .witched interconnect? Is that what you 

16 are aaying? 

17 COMNISSIONBR CLARK: No. Let me be more 

18 clear. 

19 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. 

20 COMMISSIONER CLARK: What I'm suggesting at 

21 thia tt.e ia we approve Staff recommendation on Issue 

22 11, that the pricing flexibility be zone density, and 

23 that they would file a tariff to that effect and we 

24 would review it. 

25 With reapact to CSAa, if they at a later date 
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1 f .. l they need the CSAs to meet competition, they are 

2 fr.. to co.. in and demonstrate that need. But it is ay 

3 thinking that it wouldn't -- that need wouldn't occur 

4 until after full iaplementation of this decision is 

5 allowed by a change in the statute. But it is still up 

6 to th ... There's no prohibition with reapect to thia 

7 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But right now we're just 

8 baaically -- your aakin9 the finding in reaponae to 

9 Isaue 18 is tbat they should be allowed to file 

10 COMMISSIONER CLARK: At least that . 

11 CHAIRMAN DEASON: at least the zone density 

12 pricing. 

13 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Yes. 

14 CHAIRMAN DEASON: And to the extent we're 

15 addreaaing CSAa, we're just sayin9 that we're aaking no 

16 finding on tho .. except that we just don't think they're 

17 needed right nov, but that the companies are free to 

18 aake a filing if and when they think it necessary. 

1t COMMISSIONER CLARK: That's my motion, 

20 Mr. Chairaan. 

21 CHAIRMAN DEASON: All ri9ht, that ' s the motion 

22 and that is the second. With that understandin9, I can 

23 vote to adopt that aotion, and that would address 

24 Iasue 18. 

25 Iaaue 15? 
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COMMISSIONER CLARK: I need to be clear aa to 

2 the ti .. fr ... for closing out Phase I of thia 

3 proceedinv. I ..an, we're leaving it pending, when are 

• ve voinv to vet it finiahed? 

5 MS. CANZANO: our plans had been to deal with 

6 Pba .. II firat, including reconsideration if there ia 

7 any1 and once Pbaae II 

8 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Wait a minute, deal with 

9 Pba .. II or Pbaae I? 

10 MS. CANZANO: Phase II. 

11 COMMISSIONER CLARR: Reverse direction on 

12 Pba .. II. 

13 MS. CAMZANO: Yes, and then revisit Phase I 

1• after Pba .. II ia final. 

15 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Why do we have to do 

16 that? 

17 MS. CANZANO: Because of the virtual 

18 collocation and how ve•re just switching our gear• here 

19 in Phaae II. I don't think it would make sense to go 

20 ahead and have the co .. iaaion relook at Phase I if Phaae 

21 II deciaion ia 180 de;reea different and not final. 

22 COMMISSIONER CLARK: And it turns on the 

23 virtual veraua phyaical collocation? 

24 MS. CANZANO: Yes. 

25 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Haa anyone appealed the 
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1 PCC order, the change? Ia that still pending? 

2 KR. RIITH: On the virtual? Not to ay 

4 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I'm comtortable with the 

5 reca.aendation on 15 but I'• not sure you need to wait 

6 until after reconsideration, particularly if there is 

7 not a reconsideration requested on virtual or physical, 

8 tbe cbange on tbe collocation. I guess I'• coafortable 

t vitb aoving staff, you need to know that I think we need 

10 to aove and get Phase I finished . 

11 

12 

13 

KR. RBITH: Okay. 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Second~ .. -
CHAIRMAN DEASON: Moved and seconded. Show 

14 tbat the recaaaendation is approved. 

15 Issue 23A? 

16 

17 

18 Issue 16. 

19 

20 

21 

MR. ORIN: 16, I believe . 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: I'm sorry, I did, I skipped 

COMMISSIONER CLARK: I move Staff on 16. 

COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Without objection, Issue 16 

22 is approved. 

23 

24 

25 

•ow we're at 23A? Yes . 23A. 

COMMISSIONER cLARK: I move Staff. 

COIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 
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CIIAIIUIAN DEASON•: Show Staff '• reco-endation 

2 on 23A i• approved. 

3 

4 

I••u• 19? 

MS. NORTON: commissioners, this pha•• of the 

5 proceeding involve• the restructure of the LEC•' local 

6 traJWport offering. To focus you on what thi• part i• 

7 about, on Page 107 of the reco .. endation i• a diagr .. of 

8 the provi•ion of •witched access. The rate el ... nt• 

9 involved in the provision of switched access are the 

10 carrier co..on line, local switching and local tran•port 

11 •• 8bovn on the diagraa. 

12 What you have addressed until now 1• the 

13 ... rging coapetitive provision of that local transport 

14 piece. Until nov, it is pretty much provided •olely by 

15 the LEC, and it is the potential of allow AAVs to coae 

16 in and provide that local transport piece that you have 

17 addr•••ed. 

18 What tbi• part of the docket is now i• the 

19 LBC'• coapetitive re•ponse to that. Local tran•port has 

20 traditionally been priced at a single rate of ainute of 

21 uae. It is not provi•ioned really that way. It is 

22 provisioned through use of dedicated facilities to 

23 various switch••· What the proposal is on the part of 

24 the LEC• i• to restructure the rates and the rate levels 

25 to reflect the way the •ervice is actually provided. 
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1 The diagra• on Page 109 shows that in a little 

2 bit .ore detail, and I would be happy to go through it 

3 i•aue by iaaue, or as you wish. 

4 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Issue 19 just addresses 

5 vbetber ve should restructure regardless of what we do 

6 vitb the expanded interconnection. The interconnection 

7 ia to restructure. 

I MS. MORTON: That's correct. My 

9 reca..endation is to restructure whether or not you have 

10 approved it, but you have approved it. 

11 CQMKISSIONER JOHNSON: I move Staff. 

12 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Second . 

13 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Moved and seconded. Show 

14 that staff'• reco .. endation on Issue 19 is approved. 

15 I••ue 20? 

16 MS. NORTON: Issue 20 involves the policy 

17 approach which the co .. ission should take to the pricing 

11 and re•tructure, given its decision to go ahead with it. 

19 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I move staff. 

20 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

21 CHAIRMAN DEASON: I just want to make a 

22 co..ant that I think you all did an outstanding job of 

23 listing the it ... that needed to be considered and I 

24 would think that that vas CJood. I did note that the 

25 very laat one you were •aying there's no need to airror 
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1 tbe interatata rate level; but it is your reco ... ndation 

2 tbat tbe atructure of the rates, that we follow the FCC 

3 atructure but that the rate levels obviously would be 

4 different. 

5 MS. NORTON: That's exactly correct. 

6 CHAXRMAN DEASON: Okay. Show that 

7 re~ndation on Issue 20 is approved. 

8 MS. NORTON: Issue 21 addresses the actual 

9 tariffs propoaed by the LECs. 

10 

11 

OOMM%SSIONER CLARK: Move Staff. 

COIIIIISSIONER JOHNSON: Second. 

12 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Show that Staff 

13 reco ... ndation ia approved on Issue 21. 

14 Iaaue 22? 

15 MS. NORTOH: Issue 22 addresses a little bit, 

16 it ia not directly on point to the rest of the case. 

17 The aodified ace••• based compensation plan is the plan 

18 that thia Ca.aission put in place in the arena of 

19 intraLATA LBC toll, that is, toll servic~s between two 

20 LICB vitbin tbe LATA. We set up the system by which the 

21 LICB can coapanaate each other for terminating each 

22 otber•a traffic. Tbose rate levels we put in place have 

23 -tched the switched access rates that the LECs charge 

24 their ovn IXC cuato .. rs. This recommendation is siaply 

25 aaying that if ve restructured local transport that that 
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3 CIIAIRIIAII DEASOH: Let me ask a question, and 

4 tbia -y be the vrong reference. But, I recall lla. 

5 IUdy'a teatt.ony fro. ALLTEL; and ahe was aaking ao .. 

6 referanoe to the fact that, •Let'• don't change 

7 aa.ething nov and go through a lot of administrative 

8 ooata which could be burdensome on small companies until 

9 ve•re aure vbat atructure we're going to have, because 

10 tbere'a no need to do ao .. thing twice if you can wait 

11 and do it once and do it right the one time. • 

12 Ia tbia the subject she was talking about? 

13 MS. HORTON: Yea, sir, it was . The LECa 

14 proposed that tbe co .. iaaion mirror not only the 

15 atructure but tbe rate levels approved by the FCC. The 

16 FCC'• ratea are considered interim in nature because 

17 they are going to revisit them. Apparently, they have 

18 not apecified exactly how, but it is an interim rates 

19 and rate atructure. 

20 Since the LBCs proposed mirroring, Ma. Eudy 

21 aaid, ... 11, don't aake ua do it until they go 

22 per.anent like the FCC.• 

23 What we're saying is, we•re recommending the 

24 LBCa refile. Thia ia not an inter im structure: this ia 

25 not an interi• aet of rate• that we are planning to have 
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1 the LICa filel it ia permanent . 

2 It ia not to say they won•t change, because 

3 Staff coat.-platea that this will be an evolutionary 

4 proce .. : the RIC will go down, it will be co~titive 

5 eventually, and the LECa can always file tariff• to 

6 .adify their rates. But it is not an interia atructure 

7 and tbere•a no reaaon in our opinion that the MABC can't 

8 90 ahead. 

9 CHAIJUIAH DEASON: Okay. I was sensitive to 

10 ber arguaentr it aade a lot of sense to me, there•• no 

11 need in i~aing, eapecially on the small companies, 

12 vban it could be burdensome. What you're saying ia that 

13 tbia atructure ia not interim in nature, this ia a 

14 cbange ve are ca.aitted to making. Rate levela could 

15 cbange over ti .. but that • • juat part of any type of 

16 tariff atructure, tbey•re going to change over tiae. 

17 MS. HORTON: Yea. There's no future time that 

18 would be better than nov to make those changes. 

19 COKKISSIONER CLARK: I guess I'm not convinced 

20 of that. I ... n, abe -- are you discounting her 

21 teatillony, tben? You don • t --

22 MS. HORTON: Ho, aa•am. I think it was juat 

23 put -- I believe that her teatimony was predicated on 

24 the aaauaption of airroring the FCC, which is what the 

25 LBCa propoaed. And •inca the FCC had said that their 
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1 tariff vaa interia, and •h• said, "Well, let'• wait 

2 until tbe roc goaa paraanent, and then aake ua do it.• 

3 COIDIISSIONER CIAJUC: And you're saying the FCC 

4 baa --

5 liS. IIORTON: No, what we're recommending is 

6 not interia. 

7 CHAIIMAN DEASON: And it'• not an exact airror 

8 of the PCC, eitbar. 

9 liS. NORTON: Correct. The structure, yea; 

10 tba rate levels, no. There's no decision 

11 COMMISSIONER CIAIUC: Wait, when is the FCC's 

12 not 90in9 to be intaria? 

13 liS. MORTON: They're going to revisit in 1996. 

14 COIDII88IONER CIAJUC: I thought what she vas 

15 auvgeating i•, let'• just aake all the changes at one 

16 tlae. And vhat•a wrong with that? 

17 liS. NORTON: Well, I think that there's, I 

18 ..an of vbat, I don't see this as something --

19 COMMISSIONER CIAJUC: All right. It we aake 

20 the chang .. and our• are not interim, they have to aake 

21 aa.e chang .. to their software in their system. And 

22 then they're 90ing to have to make changes again when 

23 the roc bacollea paraanent. 

24 liS. NORTON: The FCC rates, yes . But we're 

25 not reca.aending that the FCC 
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1 CHAIRMAN DEASON: But our rates are going to 

2 be different than the FCC'• regardless, that's what 

3 .-•a .. YincJ. 

4 •· IIORI'OII: Yea. There•• progra-ing challC)ea 

5 and all kind of cban;ea that will have to be rade. 

6 COMMISSIONER CLARK: We aay be talking past 

7 eacb other but it ..... to •• to aake all the changes 

8 you have to aake at one time is preferable to aaking --

9 I a9ree there are two different changes, but you want to 

10 90 in and do it at the sa .. time? 

11 D. IIATal: I think we are talking past each 

12 other. 

13 Tbe rate structure we are adopting here, I do 

14 not believe the rcc is contemplating changing their 

15 atructure. So the rate atructure itself will be the 

16 .... atartincJ nov or whenever we implement it next year. 

17 The individual rate levels between the 

18 juri8dictiona will change over time, as they will in any 

19 event under any circuaatance. 

20 COKKISSIONER CLARK: You're saying the interia 

21 rate atructure the FCC haa is permanent, the rates aay 

22 cbancJe? 

23 D . HATCH: That's my understanding, that the 

24 rate levels aay change. Since we are not mirroring 

25 their rate levela, then ours are going to be as they're 
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1 going to be until they're changed for whatever 

2 auNequent reaaon. But the rate levels themselves have 

3 always been indapandant and will remain 

4 atAXltiiAif DEASON: What you are saying is there 

5 vill not be any .. vings achieved by waiting and to ... 

6 vbat the feda an 9oing to do. 

7 IIR. IIATal: Yea. 

8 u. IIORTOifa Yeah. And I don't believe our 

9 rates are 90ing to be atatic at any rate . They will 

10 propo- changes. There is no -- I mean, the 

11 r~tiona ve•ve aade, in my opinion, have built in 

12 sufficient tiae for the LECs to get the local transport 

13 rutructure in place and then prepare it and file their 

14 MA8C rate cbangea. It's not that it's one on top of the 

15 other; it'• a aatter of aonths to let all the steps and 

16 all the progr ... ing changes; and if there's something 

17 that Staff baa overlooked, they can raise it on 

18 reconaideration. My only point in this vas that I 

19 didn't see that there vas anything to be gained by 

20 waiting until 1996 for MABC to be brought into line with 

21 the local tranaport deciaions this commission has aade. 

22 CIIAIRIIAif DDSON: Okay. Do we have a aotion 

23 then for Isaue 22? 

24 

25 

COMKISSIONIR JOHNSON: I move. 

COMMXSSIONIR CLARK: I will second it if in 
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1 fact -- I ..an, I'• •till concerned with respect to that 

2 tbare aay be C08t •avings to doing it at one ti .. if it 

3 i• a different rate structure. I agree with you if it 

4 i• a different rate level, that's one thing, you would 

5 •till be do inc) tbat over tiae. If that is the ca••, 

6 tben I will ·~ with Staff. If it turns out not to be 

7 tbe caM, then va •hould revisit it. 

I ~SSIONBR CLARK: I would second that. 

' CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. I have a motion to 

10 aecond. Sbov tbat Staff'• recommendation is approved 

11 than for I••ue 22. 

12 I••u• 23? 

13 

14 rata.. 

15 

16 

17 

MS. NORTON: Issue 23 has to do with LEC toll 

OQIMISSIONER CLARK: I move Staff. 

COIIIIISSIONBR JOHNSON: Second. 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Moved and seconded. Show 

18 that Staff reco ... ndation on 23 is approved. 

1t I••u• 24? 

20 COMMXSSIONER CLARK: Move Staff. 

21 CQIGIISSIONBR JOHNSON: Second? 

22 CHAIRMAN DEASON: Show that Staff's 

23 reca..andation i• approved on Issue 24. 

24 Anything el•e to come before the Commission at 

25 tbi• ti•? 
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KR. RBITH: Not that I'a aware of. We will go 

2 ahead and run tha.e changea by you and the additional 

3 language 

4 liS. NORTON: In the order. 

5 KR. UI'l'H: -- in the order. 

6 COMNISSIOHBR JOHNSON: I just wanted to 

7 ca.plt.ent Staff again on another job well done. 

8 CHAXRMAN DEASON: Does that include Walter or 

9 exclude Walter? 

10 COMMISSIONER JOHNSON: I don't know. 

11 (Laughter). Dupite Walter. 

12 COMMISSIONER CLARK: It's not as good aa 

13 reading a .yatery, but it wasn't bad. It was easy to 

14 get through and I appreciate that. It was well-written, 

15 the analyaia vaa clear and the writi nq was clear and I 

16 appreciate tbat. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

CHAIRMAN DEASON: Okay. Thank you all. 

(Thereupon, bearing concluded at 12:00 noon.) 

... 
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7 
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under our direct aupervi•ionl and that this transcript, 
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10 
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